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ABSTRACT 
A numerical method is presented to implement structural design 
sensitivity analysis using the versatility and convenience of existing 
finite element structural analysis program and the theoretical 
foundation in structural design sensitivity analysis. Conventional 
design variables, such as thickness and cross-sectional areas, are 
considered. Structural performance functionals considered include 
compliance, displacement, and stress. It is shown that calculations can 
be carried out outside existing finite element codes, using 
postprocessing data only. That is, design sensitivity analysis software 
does not have to be imbedded in an existing finite element code. 
The finite element structural analysis program used in the 
implementation presented is IFAD. Feasibility of the method is shown 
through analysis of several problems, including built-up structures. 
Accurate design sensitivity results are obtained without the uncertainty 
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To date there exists a wide variety of finite element structural 
analysis programs that are used as reliable tools for structural 
analysis. They give the designer pertinent information such as 
stresses, strains and displacements of the mechanical system being 
modeled. However, if this information reveals that the mechanical system 
does not meet specified constraint requirements, the designer must make 
intuitive guesses as to how to improve the design. If the mechanical 
system is complex, it becomes very difficult to decide what step must be 
taken to improve the design. There is however, substantial literature 
on the theory of design sensitivity analysis, which predicts the effect 
that structural design changes have on the performance of a mechanical 
system. Use of this technique has been primarily confined to papers in 
structural optimization literature. 
The purpose of this work is to develop and implement structural 
design sensitivity analysis using the adjoint variable method that takes 
advantage of the versatility and convenience of an existing finite 
element structural analysis program and the theoretical foundation in 
structural design sensitivity analysis that is found in Ref. 1. The 
finite element program that will be used is IFAD [31 .  It is developed 
2 
by Applicon Inc. and has been provided to the Center for Computer Aided 
Design for the use in this study. 
In order to check the feasibility of using the design sensitivity 
analysis technique with IFAD, an approximation of the differential $' of 
a structural performance measure J, is made using the finite difference 
method. 
to insure accuracy of the perturbation A$ of the constraint 
functional. If 6u is too small, A$ = $(u + 6u) - $(u) may be inaccurate 
due to loss of significant digits in the difference. On the other hand, 
if 6u is too large, A$ will be influenced by nonlinearities and the 
differential approximation will be inaccurate. The feasibility check 
procedure is outlined in the flow chart of Fig. 1. Details of the 
calculations of the constraint functionals, the adjoint loads, and the 
design sensitivity vectors for each constraint functional are described 
in Chapter 11, for different types of finite elements. 
sensitivity $' of the constraint functional is the scalar product of the 
design sensitivity vector a and the design variable perturbation 
vector 6u. If the design variable is constant throughout the finite 
element model of the mechanical system, this becomes a scalar 
multiplication. If the design sensitivity is an accurate prediction of 
the performance of the mechanical system due to a design change, it 
should be equivalent to the difference of the constraint functionals of 
the two finite element models, the original and the perturbed model. 
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of Feasibility Check Procedure 
4 
1.2 Adjoint Var i ab le  Method 
A number of methods could be used t o  implement s t r u c t u r a l  design 
s e n s i t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  w i th  an e x i s t i n g  f i n i t e  element code, but  t he  most 
powerful i s  the a d j o i n t  v a r i a b l e  method. This  method can be implemented 
o u t s i d e  of an e x i s t i n g  f i n i t e  element code, u s ing  only pos tp rocess ing  
d a t a .  This is convienent,  because t h e  source code f o r  most f i n i t e  
element programs is not r e a d i l y  a v a i l a b l e .  I f  t he  code i s  a v a i l a b l e ,  
less programming is  involved. The same subrou t ines  f o r  t h e  element 
shape funct ions used i n  the  f i n i t e  element model can be used i n  t h e  
des ign  s e n s i t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s ,  s i n c e  t h i s  method i s  dependent on element 
type.  General i ty  is ano the r  f a c t o r  t h a t  adds f l e x i b i l i t y  t o  t h e  a d j o i n t  
v a r i a b l e  method. The code can be w r i t t e n  t o  inc lude  b a s i c  design 
v a r i a b l e s ,  c o n s t r a i n t s  and loading cond i t ions .  This  enab le s  t h e  
des igne r  t o  choose what design v a r i a b l e s  t o  modify t o  g i v e  t h e  best 
des ign  improvement. 
The a d j o i n t  v a r i a b l e  method can e a s i l y  be used f o r  complex 
mechanical sys tems t h a t  have more than one s t r u c t u r a l  component. The 
d e t a i l s  of t h i s  procedure are discussed i n  Sec t ion  2.2. Design 
s e n s i t i v i t y  of a bu i l t -up  s t r u c t u r e  is formed by combining t h e  des ign  
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  of each s t r u c t u r a l  component. The only p recau t ion  t h a t  i s  
necessary is i n  making s u r e  t h a t  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  between t h e  components 
is  taken i n t o  account. 
1.3 Adjoint Var i ab le  Method R e s u l t s  
The design s e n s i t i v i t y  vec to r  i s  the  d e r i v a t i v e  of t he  c o n s t r a i n t  
f u n c t i o n a l  w i th  r e spec t  t o  the design v a r i a b l e s .  It has  t h e  same number 
5 
of components as t h e r e  are elements i n  the  f i n i t e  element model. The 
magnitude of each component r e f l e c t s  how s e n s i t i v e  t h e  element i s  t o  a 
change i n  design r e l a t i v e  t o  the c o n s t r a i n t  f u n c t i o n a l .  I f  t h e  v e c t o r  
component is nega t ive ,  t he  corresponding design v a r i a b l e  should be 
decreased t o  i n c r e a s e  $. 
t h e  design v a r i a b l e  should be increased t o  i n c r e a s e  JI. 
t h e  magnitude of t he  vec to r  component i s  l a r g e ,  t hen  t h e  corresponding 
design v a r i a b l e  w i l l  have a more s u b s t a n t i a l  e f f e c t  on design 
improvement. 
Likewise, i f  t h e  vec to r  component is p o s i t i v e ,  
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  i f  
When a des igne r  u ses  a f i n i t e  element s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  i n  design 
of a mechanical system, it  i s  most l i k e l y  t h a t  a number of program runs 
are necessary be fo re  a s u b s t a n t i a l l y  improved design is obtained. With 
t h e  a i d  of a design s e n s i t i v i t y  v e c t o r ,  t he  des igne r  w i l l  know what 
d i r e c t i o n  t o  t a k e  t o  improve the design most e f f i c i e n t l y .  
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CHAPTER T I  
DESIGN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHOD 
2.1 Ca lcu la t ion  Procedure f o r  S t r u c t u r a l  Components 
To implement the  a d j o i n t  v a r i a b l e  technique of des ign  s e n s i t i v i t y  
a n a l y s i s ,  t he  a d j o i n t  load f o r  each c o n s t r a i n t  f u n c t i o n a l  must  be 
ca l cu la t ed .  This  procedure i s  developed i n  Ref. 1 us ing  compliance, 
displacement,  stress and n a t u r a l  frequency as c o n s t r a i n t  f u n c t i o n a l s .  
For t h e  compliance f u n c t i o n a l ,  t he  a d j o i n t  equa t ion  is  t h e  same as the  
s ta te  equation. I n  t h i s  s p e c i a l  case the  a d j o i n t  system does not  need 
t o  be solved. For t h e  displacement f u n c t i o n a l  t h e  a d j o i n t  load is a 
u n i t  point load a c t i n g  a t  the  po in t  where t h e  displacement c o n s t r a i n t  i s  
imposed. To c a l c u l a t e  t he  a d j o i n t  response i t  is  necessa ry  only t o  
restart the f i n i t e  element a n a l y s i s  w i t h  u n i t  loads a p p l i e d  a t  varying 
p o i n t s  along t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  For t h e  stress f u n c t i o n a l  t h e  shape 
f u n c t i o n  of the s t r u c t u r a l  component used i n  t h e  f i n i t e  element a n a l y s i s  
must be known. This  shape func t ion  is used t o  c a l c u l a t e  t he  a d j o i n t  
load f o r  a s t r e s s  c o n s t r a i n t  of a s p e c i f i c  element of t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  
From t h i s  po in t  t he  procedure i s  similar t o  t h e  displacement f u n c t i o n a l ,  
i n  t h a t  a restart of t h e  f i n i t e  element a n a l y s i s  must be completed us ing  
t h e  ad jo in t  loads of elements as o t h e r  load cases. 
The f l o w  c h a r t  of Fig. 2 shows t h e  o v e r a l l  p rocess .  This  procedure 
i s  implemented a f t e r  t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  response of t h e  f i n i t e  element 
7 
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of Design Sensitivity Calculation 
Procedure 
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model due to the original load has been solved. The original structural 
response plus the adjoint response for each constraint is then utilized 
to calculate the design sensitivity vectors. 
The following sections give detailed explanations of the 
calculation procedures and equations necessary for analyzing membranes, 
bending beams and bending plates. 
2.1.1 Membranes 
Consider a variable thickness thin elastic clamped solid, as shown 
in Fig. 3 .  The design variable is taken as the variable thickness 
u = h(x) of the plate. 
T '  
Figure 3 .  Clamped Elastic Solid of'variable Thickness h(x) 
The energy bilinear form and the load linear form of the plane 
elasticity problem are given as [ l ]  
and 
9 
1 2 T  
ij ij - 
( z )  and E 
where z = [z1,z2IT is the displacement, F = [F ,F ] 
force, T = [T1,T2IT is the traction, and u 
is the applied body 
( z )  are the 
stress and strain fields associated with the displacement z and the 
virtual displacement i respectively. The state equation is given as [l] 
aU(z,i) = fiu<i) ( 3 )  
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacement i. 
First consider the functional representing the compliance of the 
structure as 
The first variation of Eq. ( 4 )  is 
2 = I!, [ 1 F i i  z ]6h dQ t I/, h[ 1 Fizi']dQ 
i-1 i= 1 $i 
2 
i= 1 
+ lr [ 1 Tizi']dr 
In order to eliminate the dependence on the state variable in 
Eq. (5), it is necessary t o  define the adjoint equation as [l] 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacement 5. 
is identical to Eq. ( 4 )  if X = z and X = i, the adjoint equation does 
Since Eq. ( 6 )  
10 
not need to be solved. Using the adjoint variable method of design 
sensitivity analysis gives [ll 
2 * i i  i i  
= I/, [ 1 F z ]6h dQ+ I/, [ 1 F X - 1 dJ(z)Eij(X>]6h dQ 
i= 1 i= 1 i, j=l 
2 2 
i= 1 i, j=l 
= I/, [2 1 Fizi - 1 U~~(Z)E~~(Z)]&I dQ (7) 
since z = X for the compliance functional. 
To numerically integrate Eqs. (4) and ( 7 ) ,  a two-point Gauss 
quadrature formula is used. The equations become 
* i i  N 2 2  
k= 1 el i=l i=l 
and 
respectively, where J is the Jacobian, N is the total number of 
elements, subscript R is the counter for the number of Gauss points, 
subscript k is the counter for the element number, W is the weighting 
constant for the Rth Gauss point, and supercript i is the direction of 
the force and the displacement. 
Next consider the functional representing the displacement z at a 
A 
discrete point x as 
11 
A 
where 6(x) is  t h e  Dirac measure i n  t h e  plane,  a c t i n g  a t  t he  o r i g i n .  The 
f i r s t  v a r i a t i o n  of Eq. (10) is  
The a d j o i n t  equa t ion  i n  t h i s  case i s  [ 11 
f o r  a l l  k i n e m a t i c a l l y  admissible v i r t u a l  displacement 'Tx. This  equat ion 
has  a unique s o l u t i o n  A ( 2 ) ,  where A ( 2 )  is  t h e  plate  displacement due t o  
A 
a u n i t  po in t  load a c t i n g  a t  a point x. Using t h e  a d j o i n t  v a r i a b l e  
method of design s e n s i t i v i t y  ana lys i s  g ives  
where A ( * )  is  t h e  s o l u t i o n  of Eq. (12 ) .  
For t h i s  c o n s t r a i n t  two equations must be solved. The a d j o i n t  load 
of Eq. ( 1 2 )  is  j u s t  a u n i t  load app l i ed  a t  a d i s c r e t e  po in t  i n  t h e  
f i n i t e  element model. All that  is necessary i s  a restart of the model 
so t h a t  load cases of app l i ed  u n i t  l oads  a t  va r ious  nodal p o i n t s  can be 
analyzed. The r e s u l t i n g  strains due t o  t h e  a d j o i n t  load are then used 
i n  c a l c u l a t i n g  Eq. (13). Note t h a t  f o r  each displacement c o n s t r a i n t  
t h e r e  i s  a d i f f e r e n t  a d j o i n t  load. 
With numerical  techniques app l i ed  as i n  t h e  compliance c o n s t r a i n t  
case, Eq. (13) becomes 
12 
Finally consider the general functional representing a locally 
averaged stress on an element as 
where m is a characteristic function defined on a finite element Q as P P 
The first variation of Eq. (15) is 
Replacing the variation in state z ’  by a virtual displacement x, the 
adjoint equation is obtained as [l] 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements A .  
a unique solution for a displacement field A ( 3 ) .  Using the adjoint 
variable method of design sensitivity analysis gives 
Eq. (18) has 
where A ( 3 )  is the solution of Eq. (18). 
13 
. 
With numerical techniques applied as in the displacement constraint 
case, Eqs. (15), (18), and (19) become 
2 2 
= 1 [ 1 aij(~)]m WR J d P R=l i,j=l aa (21) 
and 
respectively. The numerical calculation of the adjoint load is 
considerably more difficult in the stress functional case. The shape 
function of the element must be known so that u ( A )  can be calculated ij - 
using the finite element technique [2] 
u = [E][B]d = [ E ] €  (23) 
where [E] is the elasticity matrix, [B] is the strain-displacement 
matrix, which relates to the element shape function, d is the 
displacement vector, and E is the strain vector. 
For a plane stress problem, 
v 1  0 
1- v 0 0 -  2 
E 
l - v  2 
[ E l  = (24) 
14 
The adjoint load becomes 
2 
uij (';) Imp dQ !I, [ i,j=l 1 aa iJ 
where F is the adjoint equivalent nodal force. 
characteristic function on the finite element Q 
nodal points of element Q . 
Since m P is a 
F acts only on the 
P' 
P 
After the adjoint load is calculated for various elements, a 
restart of the finite element model for each load case corresponding t o  
each element adjoint load is made. 
adjoint loads are then used in calculating Eq. (22 )  for the sensitivity 
of each functional. 
The strains resulting from these 
When principal stress is selected as the functional, 
12 2 1/2 r = {[ (a l l  - u22/2]2 + ( a  ) }  max 
and 
11 1 1 11  22 a g p a  = + - ( a  - a )/rmx 
and when von Mises' stress is selected as the functional, 
= [ (u11)2  - a 11a22 + ( a  22 ) 2 + 3(a  12 ) 2 3 1/2 ( 2 9 )  82 
15 
and 
1 22 11 
ag2/au22 = ( 2 0  - 0 >/g2 
ag2/a0l2 = 3 0  12 /g2 
2 1.2 Bending of Beams 
Consider a c a n t i l e v e r  beam wi th  v a r i a b l e  width and he igh t  and self  
weight ,  as shown i n  Fig. 4. 
v a r i a b l e s ,  u = [b (x )  ,h(x) lT.  
The width and he igh t  are t h e  design 
The energy b i l i n e a r  form and t h e  load l i n e a r  form of t h e  beam are 
/t------ - +x n 
Figure 4. C a n t i l e v e r  Beam wi th  Var i ab le  Width and Height 
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where y is the weight density of the beam material, F is the distributed 
load, E is the modulus of elasticity of the beam material, bh3/12 is the 
moment of inertia, z is the virtual displacement, zxx is the beam curva- 
ture, and 
- 
is the beam curvature due to the virtual displacement z .  xx 
The negative sign in the load linear equation is due to the fact 
that the load is applied in the -z direction. 
The state equation i s  [ l ]  
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements i. 
First consider the functional representing the compliance of the 
structure as 
q4 = - Ji (F + ybh)z dx (34) 
The first variation of Eq. (34) is 
= - Jk (F + ybh)z' dx - $ - hyz dx 6b - $ byz dx 6h 
(35) 
To replace the variation in state z '  by a virtual displacement x, the 
adjoint equation is defined as 111 
aU(A,i) = - 1: (F + ybh)X dx 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements i. 
Eq. (36) is identical to Eq. (34), if = z the adjoint equation does 
not need to be solved. Using the adjoint variable method of design 
sensitivity analysis gives 
Since 
$; = lo L [-2yhz - (Eh 3 /12)(zn)*]dx 6b 
+ 1: [-2ybz - ( 3 E b h * / 1 2 ) ( ~ ~ ) ~ ] d x  6h 
To numerical ly  i n t e g r a t e  Eqs. ( 3 4 )  and ( 3 7 ) ,  a three-point  Gauss 
quadra tu re  formula is used. These equat ions become 
N 3  
and 
vhere N is t h e  t o t a l  number of e l e n e n t s ,  R is  t h e  Gauss po in t  counter ,  
W is the  weighting cons t an t  for  t h e  Rth Gauss po in t  and J i s  t h e  
Jacobian.  
f o r  t h e  s tandard beam shape funct ions.  Because t h e  load is  i n  t h e  -z 
The beam curva tu re  zxx is c a l c u l a t e d  us ing  a cub ic  polynomial 
d i r e c t i o n ,  it is necessary t o  change t h e  s i g n  of the l o c a l  element y- 
r o t a t i o n  8 . 
Y 
Next consider  t h e  func t iona l  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  displacement z a t  a 
A 
d i s c r e t e  po in t  x as 
* 
where 6(x) is the  Dirac measure a t  zero.  The f i r s t  v a r i a t i o n  of 
Eq.  ( 4 0 )  i s  
18 
The adjoint equation is defined as 111 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements i. Equation (42) 
has a unique solution A(5), where A(5) is the beam displacement due to a 
unit point load acting at a point x. 
A 
Using the adjoint variable method 
of design sensitivity analysis gives 
As in the membrane displacement constraint case, only Eq.(43) needs 
to be solved numerically. Using the three-point Gauss quadrature 
technique, Eq. (43) becomes 
N 3  
k=l R=l 
+ 1 { 1 [=b,yX(:)- (3Ebkh;/12)zn R 1'2 R ]WR}J 61, 
Finally consider the functional representing the allowable 
stresses in the beam as 
19 
where h/2 is the half-depth of the beam, and m is a characteristic 
function defined on a finite element dx as 
P 
P 
x E dx 
P 
m =  
P 
The first variation of Eq. (45) is 
(47) L 1  1 $Ji = Io [- 7 hE z' m - - E  z m &]dx = P 2  = P  
Replacing the variation in state z'  by a virtual displacement 1, the 
adjoint equation is defined as 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements 1. 
has a unique solution for a displacement field X . Using the adjoint 
variable method of design sensitivity analysis gives 
Equation (48) 
( 6 )  
where is the solution of Eq. (48). 
With the three-point Gauss quadrature numerical integration 
technique, the integrals in E q s .  (45), (481, and (49) become 
20 
L 1  Jo Y E  m dx 
P 
and 
- (3E bkhk/12)z 2 A:t)]Wa}J 6hk 
R R  xx 
where [B] is the strain-displacement matrix, which is the second 
derivative of the shape functions. 
2.1.3 Bending of Plates 
Consider the clamped plate in Fig. 5 of variable thickness 
u = t(x), with a distributed load f(x) that consists of an externally 
applied pressure F(x) and self weight, given by [l] 
f(x) = F(x) + yt(x) (53) 
where y is the weight density of the material. 
Z 
Figure 5 .  Clamped plate of variable thickness t(x) 
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For this design dependent loading, the energy bilinear form and the 
load linear form for the plate are given as 111 
A 2 7 
where D(u) = Et4/[12(1-v')l is the flexural rigidity, E is Young's 
modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, F is the externally applied pressure, 
and y is the material density. The state equation is [l] 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements i. 
First consider the functional representing the compliance of the 
structure as 
J17 = Il,(F + Yt)z d o  ( 5 7 )  
The first variation of Eq. (57) is 
Jlf = I/, [(F + yt)z' + yz 6tIdQ 
The adjoint equation is defined as 
for all kinematically admissible displacements 1. 
cases (membranes and bending beams), Eq. ( 5 9 )  is identical to Eq. (57) 
As in the previous 
22 
i f  x = z .  
a n a l y s i s  g ives  
Using the  a d j o i n t  v a r i a b l e  method of design s e n s i t i v i t y  
2 
1 u ~ ’ ( z ) E ~ ’ ( z ) ] ~ ~  d Q
i, j=l 
= I!, [2yz - 
i j  i j  where u (z) and E ( z )  are the  stress and s t r a i n  of t h e  extreme f i b e r ,  
given as 
t z . .  
2 - 1J i, j = 1 , 2  
and 
( 6 1 )  
12 E t  0 = -  
2(1  + u) 5 2  
To numerically i n t e g r a t e  Eqs. (57) and (601, a one-point Gauss 
quadrature  formula on a t r i a n g u l a r  element i s  used t o  correspond t o  t h e  




Next consider the functional representing the displacement z at a 
A 
discrete point x as 
The first variation of Eq. (65)  is 
The adjoint equation is defined as 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements 1. 
has a unique solution A ( 8 ) ,  where A ( 8 )  is the plate displacement due to 
a unit vertical load acting at a point x. Using the adjoint variable 
This equation 
A 
method of design sensitivity analysis gives 
n 
The same numerical integration procedure is used as in the 
compliance case. Equation ( 6 8 )  becomes 
ij N $i = 1 [ Y A ‘ ~ )  - 1 u (Z)E~’(A(~))]W J 6tk 
k= 1 i,j=l 
Finally, consider the functional representing a locally averaged 
stress in the plate as 
24 
(70) 
stress, von Mises’ stress, or some other 
material failure criteria and mp is a characteristic function defined on 
a finite element Sl as 
P 
x e n  
P 
mP= ) 
The first variation of Eq. (70) is 
The adjoint equation is defined as [l] 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacement 5. 
adjoint variable method of design sensitivity analysis gives 
Using the 
where A(’) is the solution of Eq. (73). 
term on the right of Eq. (74) becomes 
For principal stress the last 
25 
where T is defined in Eq. (27) .  For von Mises’ stress, this term 
becomes 
maX 
JJ,, - u11a22 + ( a  22 ) 2 + 3(a12)2 ]1’2 m 6t dQ P 
(76) 
The IFAD thin shell element is the element that is used for plate 
bending. The membrane effects can be eliminated so that only the 
bending term exists. 
derivative smoothing technique 141. The IFAD code evaluates the normal 
and shear stresses at the centroid of the triangle, but Ref. 4 
stipulates that the stresses at the midside nodes of the triangle give 
This element is a hybrid element which uses a 
the most accurate results. 
mid-stresses is [41 
The integration of a function $ from its 
(77 )  
1 1  1 1 where A is the area of the triangle and (0, 7 , 2 ), [ 2 ,0, 7 ) 
and [ - , - ,0) are the area coordinates of the mid-side nodes. 1 1  2 2  To 
achieve the most accurate atresses possible, this numerical integration 
technique is applied on Eqs. (701, (731, and (74). These equations 
be come 
26 
A - T- [E1[Bln mp 7 d = F d (79 1 
and 
where subscript n is the counter for the midside value. The term 
(ag/at)n f o r  principal and von Plises' stress is 
and 
22 2 12 2 1 / 2  1 11 2 + ( a  + 3(an 1 mp - ['an ) - an 
tk n 
respectively. 
To numerically calculate the adjoint load, the shape function of 
.. 
the element must be known so that alJ(x)  can be calculated using the 
finite element technique described in Section 2 . 1 . 1 ,  Eqs. ( 2 3 )  and ( 2 5 ) .  
2 . 2  Calculation Procedure for a Built-up Structure 
The foundation of the built-up structure design sensitivity 
analysis method is the structural component analysis developed in 
Section 2.1. A built-up structure consists of various structural 
components that interact with each other. This interaction is taken into 
account by generalizing the individual components such that twisting, 
bending, transverse shear terms, etc. are included in the formulation of 
the sensitivity vector. 
to insure that the constraints and the sensitivity vectors are 
calculated correctly. In general, if the calculations are performed at 
Coordinate system precautions need to be taken 
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the local element coordinate system level, there will be no problem when 
components are oriented differently in the global coordinate system. 
An example of a built-up structure using the structural components 
developed in the previous section would be a bending beam and plate 
problem, where a framework of beams could act as the supporting 
structure for the plate; i.e., a roof structure. 
Figure 6 shows a built-up structure that has design variables 
u=Ib(x),h(x),t(x)lT, where b(x) is the width of the beams, h(x) is the 
heigth of the beams, and t(x) is the thickness of the plates. 
It is assumed that the plates are welded along the length of the 
beams. This would infer that the appropriate components in the finite 
element analysis must be chosen to insure kinematic compatibility along 
the component boundaries. 
The energy bilinear form of the system equation is just the sum of 
the plate and beam energy bilinear equations, with an additional beam 
torsion term given as 
- -  
28 
1 yG 
Figure 6 .  Roof Structure 
where au(z,z)plate and au(z,z)beam are the energy bilinear forms of the 
plate, Eq. (54) and beam, Eq. (31), respectively, G is the modulus of 
rigidity, J is the torsional moment of inertia of the beam, and 
R represents the local beam coordinate system, where x runs along the 
length of the beam. 
R 
In Eq. (83)  z represents the beam torsion term. Since each XY 
structural component needs to be solved individually to make the 
analysis feasible with an existing finite element code, a relationship 
between z and the beam rotation has to be used. This kinematic 
compatibility states that for the beam and plate system the term has to 
be equivalent to the relative angle of twist over an element length. 
*Y 
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That is to say, 
(84) 2 1 = (e xR - e X J / L  XY 
2 1 
R where 8 x is the local element rotation at node 2 of the beam, 8 x a 
is the local element rotation at node 1 of the beam, and L is the beam 
element length. 
The load linear form of the system is 
2 (i) = [FP + Y t + ybbh]G d Q  
U P 
where F 
material densities f o r  the plates and beams respectively, and is the 
virtual displacement. The state equation is [ l ]  
is the externally applied plate pressure, y 
P P 
and yb are the 
aU(z,G) = R~CG) (86 1 
for all kinematically admissible virtual displacements i. 
Since the energy bilinear form of the system equation is just the 
addition of each structural component's energy bilinear forms, the 
design sensitivity equation of the system turns out also to be an 
additive process. The generalized design sensitivity of the built-up 
structure is 
The only necessary step to calculating this value is the reformulation 
of the beam t o  include the torsional term. The energy bilinear form of 
the beam component becomes 




where Eq. ( 8 4 )  defines zxy. 
If the compliance, displacement, and stress functionals of the beam 
- Eqs. ( 3 4 ) ,  ( 4 0 ) ,  and ( 4 5 ) ,  respectively - remain the same, the only 
additional term in the design sensitivity analysis [l] is due to the 
differentiation of the torsional terms in the energy bilinear equation 
with respect to the design variables b and h. This term is defined as 
/: [ - aJ 6h + - aJ 6b]G zXy Xxy dx 
ah ab 
For a beam with a rectangular cross section 151 
3 1  J = bh [ 7 - 0.21(b/h)(l - - 
and the derivatives with respect to the design variables are 
2 b4 0.042b (h + - ) - = - -  aJ h3 ab 3 4h2 
and 
aJ 2 - = bh2 - 0.42 b ab (h - - 
The compliance sensitivity of Eq. (37) becomes 
$i = 1; [-2yhz - (Eh 3 /12)(zXx)* - ab aJ G(z 2 ]dx 6b 
XY 
(93) 
+ Jk [-2ybz - (3Ebh2/12)(z 2 a J  - G(zxy) 2 ]dx 
xx 
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the displacement sensitivity of Eq. (43) becomes 
and the stress sensitivity of Eq. (49) becomes 
when the torsional term is added, where X(’)and X ( 6 )  
to the adjoint Eqs. (42) and ( 4 8 ) ,  respectively. 
are the solutions 
Caution has to be taken when the constraint functionals on the 
system are defined. When a von Mises’ stress functional is specified for 
a particular plate element, the allowable beam bending stress term 
E z m d 6h must be removed from Eq. (95), so that the design - l o  -? x x p x  
sensitivity of Eq. (87) is calculated only for the von Mises’ stress 
functional. In the same way, if an allowable beam bending stress 
functional is specified for a particular beam element, the von Mises’ 
stress term ag/at of Eq. (76) must be removed from Eq. (74), so that 
the design sensitivity of Eq. (87) is calculated only for the allowable 
beam bending stress functional. The application of this procedure is 
shown below for a von Mises’ stress functional, a compliance functional 
and a displacement functional on a plate element and an allowable 
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bending s t r e s s  f u n c t i o n a l  on a beam element of t he  bu i l t -up  s t r u c t u r e  
of Fig.  6. 
The f u n c t i o n a l  r e p r e s e n t i n g  a von Mises’ stress c o n s t r a i n t  on a 
p l a t e  element is 
$lo = !In [uxx 2 - u u + 2 + 3-r2 m di2 = Y Y  YY XY P 
The ad jo in t  load l i n e a r  form i s  def ined as 
T = F  d’ 
(96)  
where a g / a b j  is de f ined  i n  Eq. (30) and F is  the  a d j o i n t  equ iva len t  
nodal force. Using Eq. (87)  g ives  the design s e n s i t i v i t y  of t h e  roof 
s t r u c t u r e  as 
* 
(98)  
where subsc r ip t  a r e f e r s  t o  t h e  beam l o c a l  coord ina te  system and 
ag/at  i s  def ined i n  Eq. (76).  
The f u n c t i o n a l  r e p r e s e n t i n g  a compliance c o n s t r a i n t  on a p l a t e  
element is 
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where y t  and ybh are t h e  s e l f  weight of t h e  p l a t e  and beam, 
r e spec t ive ly .  The a d j o i n t  load l i n e a r  form is def ined  as 
Since  Eq. (100) i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  Eq. (99) i f  x = z, t h e  a d j o i n t  equat ion  
does not  need t o  be solved. Using Eq. (87) gives  t h e  des ign  s e n s i t i v i t y  
of t h e  bui l t -up s t r u c t u r e  as 
+ 1 1; [-2yhz - Eh 3 /12(zXx) 2 a . J  - ab G(zxy) 2 ]dxR 6b 
+ 1 [-2ybz - (3Ebh2/12)(z ) 2  - ah aJ G ( z  ) 2 ]dxR I% xx XY 
where s u b s c r i p t  R r e f e r s  t o  the beam l o c a l  coord ina te  system. 
The func t iona l  represent ing  t h e  displacement z a t  a d i s c r e t e  
A 
p o i n t  x is  
A A 
The a d j o i n t  load l i n e a r  form i s  def ined  as 
f o r  a l l  k inemat ica l ly  admissible  v i r t u a l  displacements  x. This  equat ion  
h a s  a unique s o l u t i o n  A ( 1 2 !  where X (12) i s  the  p l a t e  displacement  due 
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A 
t o  a u n i t  v e r t i c a l  load a c t i n g  a t  a po in t  x. Using 
Eq. (87)  gives  the  design s e n s i t i v i t y  of t h e  bu i l t -up  s t r u c t u r e  as 
where subsc r ip t  2 refers t o  the  beam l o c a l  coord ina te  system. 
The f u n c t i o n a l  r ep resen t ing  an al lowable bending stress on a beam 
element is 
L 1  $13 = - J0 2 hEzxx m dx 
P 
The ad jo in t  load l i n e a r  form is defined as 
(105) 
JL hEi= m dx = Jk 3 hE[B]m dx 'I = FT d 0 2  P P 
where F is t h e  a d j o i n t  equivalent  nodal f o r c e .  
design s e n s i t i v i t y  of t he  bui l t -up s t r u c t u r e s  as 
Using Eq. (87) g ives  t h e  
(13)  Eh3 X(13)  aT + 1 [-hyX - - - -G z X(13)]dx, 6b 
12 xx xx ab . XY Xy 
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+ 1 Ji [-byX (13) - - ' E =  m -- 3Ebh2 z A(13) 2 x x p  12 x x x x  




The design sensitivity of a constraint functional $ is the 
differential $'of the constraint functional. In order to make sure the 
design sensitivity is accurate, an approximation A$ is made using the 
finite difference method. It is very important that an appropriate 
perturbed design variable 6u is selected. If 6u is too small, the 
change in the constraint functional A$ may be inaccurate due to losses 
of significant digits. If 6u is too large, A$ will be influenced by 
nonlinearities in the constraint functional, which in turn will cause an 
inaccurate design sensitivity prediction. 
In all the following examples, perturbations in design of 1% and/or 
5% are used, with the exception of the plate bending and built up 
structure examples. Because of the nonlinearity characteristics of 
built-up structural response, the perturbation of 0.1% was used. 
3.1 Membranes 
The finite element membrane model in Fig. 7 is a simple plane 
elastic solid that is restrained at one end and loaded with a 
distributed tensile load at the other end. It contains 80 isoparametric 
elements (IFAD plane stress element type 1104), 289 nodal points, and 
560 degrees-of-freedom, with the design variable being the variable 
thickness u = h(x). The material property constraints, Young's modulus, 
37 
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7 and Po i s s ion ' s  r a t i o  are given as E = 3x10 p s i  and v = 0.3, 
r e spec t ive ly .  Each f i n i t e  element i s  d i s c r e t i z e d  so t h a t  a cons t an t  
thickness  of h = 0.5 in .  is used i n  o rde r  t o  s i m p l i f y  the  s e n s i t i v i t y  
ca l cu la t ion .  
The compliance s e n s i t i v i t y  r e s u l t s  are shown i n  Table 1,  where 
A$l = ql(h + 6h) - $(h) and $' and i s  t h e  p r e d i c t e d  va lue  c a l c u l a t e d  
from Eq. (91, wi th  design p e r t u r b a t i o n s  of 6h = 0.01h and 6h=0.05h. 
The percent accuracy of the  s e n s i t i v i t y  p r e d i c t i o n  is c a l c u l a t e d  us ing  
$i x 100/A$l. 
Table 1. Membrane Design S e n s i t i v i t y  Check f o r  Compliance 
0.01h 265.302 262 -676 -2 -627 -2 -653 101 .o 
0.05h 265.302 252.668 -12.632 -13.265 105 -0 
Several d i s c r e t e  p o i n t s  shown i n  Fig.  6 are s e l e c t e d  t o  check 
accuracy of t he  design s e n s i t i v i t y  of t h e  displacement f u n c t i o n a l  of 
Eq. ( 1 4 ) .  I n  o r d e r  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h i s  equa t ion ,  t h e  s t r a i n  cij  due t o  
t h e  ad jo in t  load is  needed. Since the  a d j o i n t  load is  j u s t  a u n i t  p o i n t  
load a t  point x, a c t i n g  i n  the  d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  displacement ,  a restart 
A 
of the  f i n i t e  element a n a l y s i s  is a l l  t h a t  is  needed. For every node 
d i r e c t i o n ,  t h e r e  is a s e p a r a t e  load case t h a t  produces a s t r a i n  
f i J ,  which i n  t u r n  i s  used t o  c a l c u l a t e  s e n s i t i v i t y  of displacement.  
Design s e n s i t i v i t y  p r e d i c t i o n s  and d i f f e r e n c e s ,  w i th  6h = 0.05h are 
given i n  Table 2. 
Table 2. Design Sensitivity Check for Displacement 
Node x, 























































To check the stress constraint sensitivity of Eq. (22), the 
equivalent nodal force of the adjoint load on the right of Eq. (25) has 
to be calculated so that E~(A(~)) is known for each constrained 
element. This is accomplished by a restart of the original IFAD model, 
with each adjoint load for an element being a separate loading case. 
Design sensitivity results for principal and von Mises' stress 
functionals are given in Table 3 for several finite elements. The 
perturbations are 6h = 0.01h and &I = 0.05h for von Mises' stress and 
6h = 0.05h for principal stress. 
The design sensitivity calculation is performed using double 
precision accuracy. Since the finite difference approximation in Tables 
1, 2, and 3 are no smaller than two significant digits of the actual 
constraint functional, loss of significant digits is minimal. 
Therefore, the design perturbation is not to small. With all three 
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Table 3 .  Design Sens i t iv i ty  Check for Stress 
(a) von Mises' Stress with 6h - 0.01h 
1 9888.882 9790.973 -97.910 -98.889 101.0 
10 9989 0932 9891 e022 -98 0910 -99 0899 101 -0 
20 9999 0982 9900 0972 -99.010 -100 .OOO 101 00 
21 8752.850 8666.188 -86.662 -87.528 101.0 
30 10024 0586 9925 0333 -99 0253 -100.246 101 00 
40 9999.853 9900.845 -99.008 -100.000 101.0 
~~ 
(b) von Misee' Stress with 6h - 0.05h 
1 9888.882 9417.984 -470.899 -494.444 105.0 
10 9989.932 9514.222 -475.711 -499.497 105.0 
20 9999 0982 9523 0793 -476 189 -499 e998 105 00 
21 8752.850 8336.048 -416.802 -437.642 105.0 
40 9999.853 9523.670 -476.183 -499.993 105.0 
30 10024.586 9547.225 -477.361 -501.230 105.0 
(c) Principal Stress with 6h - O.05h 
1 10582.770 10078.829 -503.941 -529.138 105.0 
10 9987.061 9511 -487 -475.574 -499.353 105.0 
20 10000.013 9523.823 -476.191 -500.001 105.0 
21 9660.279 92000266 -460.013 -483.014 105.0 
30 10012 0976 9536 e617 -476.808 -500.649 105 -0 
40 9999.987 9523.797 -476.189 -500.000 105.0 
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constraint functionals, the design sensitivity results compared to the 
finite difference approximation are excellent. This infers that the 
design perturbation is not t o o  large as to cause significant 
nonlinearity effects in the calculation of design sensitivity. 
It is interesting to note that in Tables 1, 2, and 3 the finite 
difference approximation is nearly 1% of the constraint functional 
when 6h = 0.01h and nearly 5% of the constraint functional when 
h = 0.05h. The results also show that as 6h approaches zero, 
JI' / A $  approaches one. 
3.2 Bending of Beams 
A cantilevered beam finite elment model shown in Fig. 8 is loaded, 
with a constant distributed force f(x) = 0.03 lb/in. along the entire 
length of the beam. It contains 20 IFAD beam elements of type 0501, each 
3" in length, 121 nodal points, and 40 degrees-of-freedom, with design 
variables u = [b(x),h(x>JT, the width and height of the beam. 
Fig. 8 ,  the element numbers are along the top of the beam and the node 
numbers are along the bottom of the beam. The beam has a rectangular 
cross-section with constant width and heigth b = 0.5 in. and h = 0.75 
in., respectively. This gives the moment of inertia I = 0.01758 in. 
and the cross-sectional area Ac= 0.375 in2. 
constants, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are E = 3x107 psi and 
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Figure 8. Cantilever Beam Finite Element Model 
The compliance sensitivity results are shown in Table 4, where 
Aq4 = $4(u + 6u) - J14(u) and $i is the predicted value calculated from 
Eq. ( 3 9 ) ,  with design perturbations of 6b = 0.05b, 6h = 0.05h and 6b = 
0.01b, 6h = 0.01h. 
Table 4. Beam Design Sensitivity Check for Compliance 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.05h 0.05b 1.3684 1.3153 -0.0531 -0.0601 113.1 
0.01h 0.01b 1.3684 1.3566 -0.0118 -0.0120 102 .o 
These results show that nonlinearities in the compliance of the 
cantilevered beam are highly evident. If too large a perturbation in 
design is chosen, the sensitivity will be inaccurate. 
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Several discrete points along the beam are selected to check the 
accuracy of design sensitivity of the displacement functional of 
Eq. ( 4 4 ) .  In order to calculate this equation, the beam curvature due 
to the adjoint load is needed. Since the adjoint load is just a unit 
point load at the point x acting in the -2 direction, a restart of the 
A 
finite element analysis is all that is needed. Displacement results are 
shown in Table 5 for design perturbations of 6b =I 0.05b, 6h = 0.05h 
and 6b = 0.01b, 6h = 0.01h. 
In both Tables 5(a) and 5(b), results show that the design 
sensitivity compared to the finite difference approximation is good, 
with the exception of node 3 .  Since the finite diffenrence 
approximation is not too small in comparison to the constraint 
functional, loss of significant digits is not a valid reason for this 
inconsistency. The accuracy decreases as the node location approaches 
the restrained end of the beam. This is most likely due to the 
restraining effect, which causes rigidity in the beam and in turn gives 
smaller deflections. 
To check the stress constraint sensitivity of Eq. (521,  the 
equivalent nodal force of the adjoint load on the right side of Eq. (51) 
has to be calculated so that the curvature A:) is known for each 
R 
constraint element. This is accomplished by a restart of the orginal 
IFAD model, with each adjoint load for each element being a separate 
loading case. Allowable bending stress results for several finite 
elements are shown in Table 6 for a design perturbation of 6h = 0.05h 
and 6b = 0.05b. 
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Table 5 .  Beam Design Sensitivity Check for Displacement 
(a) 6b= 0.01b and 6h = 0.01h 
Node Jl,(u) 4J5(U+6U) A+5 JI; $; x ~ O O / A $ ~  
3 7,83533-03 7.64733-03 -1.88043-04 -1.60823-04 85.5 
6 4,41623-02 4.31023-00 -1.06043-03 4-99923-04 94.2 
9 1.01813-01 9.93653-02 -2.44513-03 -2-35543-03 96.3 
12 1.73173-01 1.69013-01 -4.15903-03 -4-04413-03 97.2 
15 2.52293-01 2.46233-01 -6-05943-03 -5392113-03 97.7 
18 3.34933-01 3.26863-01 -8.04473-03 -7.88363-03 97.9 
21 4.18573-01 4.08523-01 -1.00543-02 -9.87013-03 98.2 
(b)  6b = 0.05b and 6h = 0.05h 
3 7.83533-03 6.97433-03 -8.61003-04 -8.04123-04 93.4 
6 4.41623-02 3 m9306E-02 -4 e8555E-03 -4 -99593-04 102 -9 
9 1.0181E-01 9.06193-02 -1.11203-02 -1.17773-02 105.2 
12 1.73173-01 1.54123-01 -1 e9043E-02 -2.02203-02 106.2 
15 2.52293-01 2.24543-01 -2.77453-02 -2.96053-02 106.7 
18 3.34933-01 2.98103-01 -3.68353-02 -3.94183-02 107.0 
21 4.18573-0 1 3.72533-01 -4.60343-02 -4 -93503-02 107.2 
Table 6. Beam Design Sensitivity Check f o r  Stress 
E l .  d6(u) $6(u+6u) '$6 JI; $; x i o o /  
1 4932.767 4609.263 -323.504 -349 2 3 4  108 .O 
5 3 110.255 2906.201 -204.055 -2 19.226 107.4 
10 1420.622 1327.375 - 93.287 - 99.103 106.2 
15 385.008 359.664 - 25.344 - 26.076 102.9 
20 3.295 3.067 - 0.228 - 0.147 64.7 
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1 
Near the end of the beam, where the allowable bending stress is 
near zero, the design sensitivity decreases significantly. Since the 
design sensitivity is the derivative of the constraint functional, and 
the derivative is physically interpreted as the slope of the beam, this 
decrease can be attributed to the large increase in slope at the free 
end of the beam. 
3 . 3  Bending of Plates 
The clamped plate finite element model shown in Fig. 9 is uniformly 
loaded with a pressure f(x) - -1.5 lb/in. in the z direction. Since the 
model is symmetric along two planes, only one quarter of it needs to be 
analyzed and symmetric boundary conditions need to be applied. The 
quarter model contains 100 IFAD triangular thin shell elements of type 
1601, with only the bending terms active. It has 61 nodal points and 
140 degrees-of-freedom. 
The design variable is the plate thickness u = t(x), and the 
material property constants, Young's Modulus and Poisson's ratio, are 
E 30.5~10 6 psi and u = 0.3, respectively. 
is t = 0.4 in. and the self-weight of the plate is neglected. 
The constant plate thickness 
Compliance sensitivity results are shown in Table 7, where 
Aq7 = $(t + 6t) - $,(t) and $; is the predicted value calculated from 
Eq. (60), with design perturbations of 6t = 0.01t and 6t = 0.05t. 
Both perturbations for the compliance constraint functional give 
good correlation between the design sensitivity and the finite 
difference approximation. This implies that a five percent change in 
thickness is acceptable when making design improvements. 
4 6  
YG t SYM XZ 
Figure  9. Bending P l a t e  F i n i t e  Element Model 
. 
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Table 7. Plate Design Sensitivity Check for Compliance 
.05t 4.9625 4.2868 -0.6757 -0 -7204 106.6 
.Olt 4.9625 4 -8165 -0.1459 -0.1441 98.7 
Several discrete points in Fig. 8 are selected to check accuracy of 
the design sensitivity of the displacement functional in 
Eq. (69). In order to calculate this equation, just as in the membrane 
case, the strain ( A  ) due to the adjoint load is needed. A restart ij (8) 
of the finite element analysis, using a unit point load in the -z 
direction for each selected point as a separate load case, accomplishes 
this task. Some displacement results are shown in Table 8 for a design 
perturbation of 6t = 0.01t. 
Table 8. Plate Design Sensitivity Check for Displacement 
14 1.90333-03 1.84733-03 -5 -59763-05 -5.25963-05 94 .o 
15 3 -04973-03 2.96003-03 -8.96923-05 -8.51443-05 94.9 
24 1.90333-03 1.84733-03 -5.59763-05 -5.25963-05 94 .o 
27 1-12583-02 1.09273-02 -3.31093-04 -3.26203-04 98.5 
35 3 -04973-03 2.96003-03 -8.96923-05 -8.51443-05 94.9 
38 1.84503-02 1,79083-02 -5.42623-04 -5.39573-04 99.4 
47 1 12583-02 1.09273-02 -3.31093-04 -3.26203-04 98.5 
48 1.84503-02 1.79083-02 -5.42623-04 -5.39573-04 99.4 
57 4 -26393-03 3.94433-03 -1 -19523-04 -1.14103-04 95.5 
60 2 .5084E-02 2.43663-02 -7-37733-04 -7.36883-04 99.9 
61 2 e6942E-02 2.61503-02 -7.92373-04 -7.92233-04 100 .o 
31 9.77723-03 9.48973-03 -2.87543-04 -2.a309~-04 98.4 
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The design sensitivity results of Table 8 seem to substantiate the 
fact that nodes near a clamped edge give a somewhat less accurate 
prediction of the design sensitivity. However, these results are still 
considered good, since there is less than 15% deviation from the 
approximate finite difference result. Since the finite difference 
result is only an approximation, it is reasonable to say that the design 
sensitivity prediction is good every where along the plate. 
A number of elements are selected to check the design sensitivity 
for von Mises' stress in Eq. (80). Before this an be evaluated, the 
nodal force of the adjoint load on the right side of Eq. (79) has to be 
calculated so that the strain cij(X 
element. This is accomplished by a restart of the original IFAD model 
with each adjoint load for each element being a separate loading case. 
Von Mises' stress results are shown in Table 9 for a design perturbation 
of 6t = 0.001t. 
( 9 )  ) is known for each constraint 
Recall that the design sensitivity and the constraint functional 
was calculated using an integration technique where the stresses were 
calculated at the midside nodes of the triangular element. This 
integration technique was used so as to get the best design sensitivity 
results as possible for the finite elements. This is the technique used 
because the element is a hybrid element [ 4 ] .  The results in 
Table 9 are excellent when this technique is used. These results 
further substantiate the fact that as design perturbation approaches 
zero, $/A$ approaches one. 
Table 9. P l a t e  Design S e n s i t i v i t y  Check f o r  von Mises' S t r e s s  










































































































































































3.4 Built-up Structure 
A built-up structure that uses both beams and plates is shown in 
Fig. 10. Since it is symmetric along two planes, only a quarter is 
modeled. The built-up structure is clamped on two edges, with symmetric 
boundary conditions applied along the other two edges. The plates and 
the beams are considered to be welded. A uniform pressure f ( x )  = -1.5 
lb/in.2 is applied on the top surface of the plates. 
100 IFAD triangular thin shell elements of t y p e  1601, with only the 
bending terms active, and 20 IFAD beam elements of type 0501. There are 
61 nodal points and 140 degrees-of-freedom. There are three design 
variables, beam width, beam height, and plate thickness. The material 
constants, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, for both the beams and 
the plates are E = 30.5~10 psi and u = 0.3, respectively. Self weight 
The model contains 
6 
is neglected and the initial design variables are b = 0.5 in., 
h = 0.75 in., and t = 0.4 in. 
Compliance sensitivity results are shown in Table 10, where 
Wl1 = 4Jlo(u + 6u) - $,(u) and 4Ji1 is the predicted design sensitivity, 
using Eq. (101) with a 1% design perturbation for all the design 
var fables. 
Several discrete points in Fig. 10 are selected to check the 
accuracy of design sensitivity of the displacement functional in 
Eq. (104). 
adjoint load is obtained by doing a restart of the finite element 
To calculate this equation, the strain cij(X)(12) due to the 
analysis. A unit point load in the -2 direction for each selected point 
51 
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F i g u r e  1 0 .  Bu i l t -up  S t r u c t u r e  F i n i t e  Element ?lode1 
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Table 10, Built-up Structure Design Sensitivity 
Check for Compliance with 6h = 0.01h 
6b = O.Olb,and 6 t  = 0.01t 
3.7200 3.6017 -0.1 183 -0.1 189 100.5 
is specified as a separate load case. The design sensitivity results 
for these selected points are shown in Table 11, where a 1% perturbation 
for each design variable is used. 
Table 11. Built-up Structure Design Sensitivity 
Check for Displacement with 6h = 0.01h, 





















































































Both the compliance and displacement design sensitivity results 
show good correlation with the approximated finite difference. This 
indicates that the method of design sensitivity is a good method for 
53 
predicting the response of a built-up structure for these constraint 
functionals. This is substantiated by the fact that correlation between 
the design sensitivities and the finite difference approximations for 
the built-up structure in Tables 10 and 11 are not that different than 
those in Tables 7 and 8 where plate bending results are shown. 
To check the stress constraint sensitivity of Eq. (981, the 
equivalent nodal force of the adjoint load on the right of Eq. (97) has 
is known for each constrained to be calculated so that cij(A) (10) 
element. 
made, with each adjoint load for a finite element being a separate 
loading case. The design sensitivity results for the von Mises' stress 
functional are given in Table 12, with design perturbation 6t = 0.001t. 
A restart of the original IFAD built-up structure model is 
The design sensitivity results compared to the finite difference 
approximations fluctuate more than would be expected, considering the 
excellent correlation of the von Mises' stress design sensitivites for 
the bending plate in Table 9. 
caused by the design perturbation being too small, because the finite 
difference approximation is no smaller than three significant digits of 
the actual constraint functional. It is possible that the nonlinear 
response of the built-up structure is partially the cause of the 
inconsistencies in the design sensitivities, but not the whole problem, 
since the design perturbation is quite small. 
It doesn't appear that the problem is 
It is most likely that the beam contribution to the built-up 
structure is the major influence. The beam seems to be more influenced 
54 
by nonlinearities, as shown in Tables 4 ,  5 ,  and 6. It is most probable 
that if a more complex beam element, such as a cubic beam, was used, 
design sensitivity results would improve. Unfortunately the IFAD code 
does not currently support this type of beam, so this cannot be verified 
in this study. 
Table 12. Built-up Structure Design Sensitivity Check 
for von Mises' Stress with 6t = 0.001t, 
































































































































































The results of this study indicate that it is feasible to implement 
the theoretical design sensitivity analysis of Ref. 1 with an existing 
finite element code. Calculations of the design sensitivites can be 
accomplished outside of the finite element code using only the 
postprocessing data. In addition, the results show that accurate design 
sensitivity can be predicted without the uncertainty of numerical 
accuracy associated with the selection of a finite difference 
perturbation. However, results also indicate that the integration 
technique used in the calculation of the design sensitivity and the 
knowledge of the exact finite element shape functions used for each 
finite element in the finite element code is important in getting the 
most accurate design sensitivities possible. 
Results of the built-up structure indicate that design 
sensitivities of the built-up structure cannot be any more accurate than 
the accuracy of the individual components. Care must be taken to use 
the best integration techniques and the same shape functions as the 
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APPENDIX 
DESIGN SENSITIVITY IFAD PROGRAM 
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PftOGRAM SENSIT 
C ~ t * * t * * ~ * * * * * d * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * X * * *  
CP* 
(:;f:'$ SENSIT: THE H A I N  PROGRAH tOl< CALCULA'I 1NG LltSILiN SF'FICjl"I l V J T Y  
CP* 
l ~ F * * b * * * $ ~ * * * * ~ l * * t * ~ * * * * * * t $ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CFY. 
C:F:'* DE SC R I F T I 0 tl : 
CF* 
C P f  'SENSIT '  IS THE M A i t l  PROGRAH FOR TtiF 1IkSIL:N S F N S I T I V I T Y  
CF* VECTOR CAL CULATION, I T  CHLCKS 'THE AI;I:UI?ACY LW THE 
C F t  S E N S I T I V I T Y  ' IC1 T H t  F I N I T E  D IFF tRENL ' t  l l l l f H O D  I F  THt' 
CF* TWO F I I 4 I T E  ELEHtNr  ANALYSES ( THE LII?J'LiiNAL ANALYSIS 
CF'S ANI3 THE PEKTUl2BED ANALYSIS ) A R t  AI.HEADY CREATED. 
CP* H A X .  O F  500 ELEMEIdIS+ I F  MORE kLtrSENI'S ARC: NEEDED T H t  
CF* SVECl R H O N  COHMON BLOCK t I1.E N t E l l S  'IO L'HANGED e 
CF* 
C P * * * * * * * * * X Y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
INCLVJIE 'CAEGSIIR.  I N C I  lHF 'L IC+SFC '  
I t tCLunE ' C ~ ~ E G S D R .  INCI w r L  . M W '  








NT = 0 
ISRC = 0 
LCS = 1 
NLC = 1 
ASK F@R C0NSTF:AINT 'I'YF'E 
F ' R J N T  * ? '  ' 
PRINT X r  'ENTER CUNSTRAIN'I ' fYF't :  J y COMPLIANCE' 
PRINT t r '  2 = ) t l I ;F 'LACtf l tNT'  
FRINT * r '  3 = S'l.Rk.S3' 
REAL'I(Sr1006) IL 'T  
I F ( I C T . N E . 3 )  GO TO 20 
FRItJT f , '  ' 
PRINI Sr 'ENIER STRESS .IYPE: 1 = PR1Nt:lF'AL ' 
PRINT X t  ' 2 = VON MISES'  
3 = BEAM ALLOWABLE' 
,- 
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PRINT * 9 'EN I t R  1 HE PERTURBEfl FWOBLEM N A t l t  ( 1-8 CHARS) ' 
REAll(Sv l o o ' ? )  :it"CiM2 
C 
C OPEN AN OUTF'Ur F1LE 
C 
OPEN(UNIT=lOtNAML-='RESULT.DAT',TYPE='NLW') 
W R I T E ( l O t 1 0 0 7 )  I C T  
W R I T t ( 1 0 r l O O Y )  I S T  
I F ( I C T , N t + 3 )  60 TO 40 
I: 
I: GET LOA11 CASE SrART AN11 EN11 NOS. 
4 0  PRINT f r '  ' 
F R I N I  $ P ' E N I E K  NO. CIF LOAD CASES TLI BE F'h'OCESSED' 
READ(5,1006)  NLC 
PRINT Iy'EEITEF; FIRS? LiiAii NO. ' 
READ(591006)  LC'S 
50 LCS = LCS - 1 
C 
C GET COtGTRAINED ELEMEN i'S kO1( STRESS CALCULATION 
C 
I F t X C T + N E o 3 )  GO TO Y O  
P R I N I  $ 9 '  ' 
I F ! I S A C . E Q . l )  60 TO 60 
P R I N T  2000~ NLC' 
GO TO 70 
c 
I: GET ELEMEN IS FOR ADJOIN r LOA11 CALC:I.ILA'I ICIN 
C 
60 PRINT 2001, NLI; 
7 0  DO 80 NE=l,NLC 
80 R E A D ( 5 r 1 0 0 6 )  ICE(NE) 
90 DO 800 NC-1yNLC 
IF~ISAC.EU.I) GO To 100 
WRITE(10,1010)  lCE(NC) 
12 
C GET S E N S I T I V I T Y  VECTOR 
C 
:LOO I F ( N T , E f l . l )  GO T O  110 
I F'NAMt ( 1 = 1 PEJAIll( 1 ) 
IPNAME(2) = l P N A W l ( 2 )  
GO TO 1.20 
I10 I P N A M t ( 1 )  = I F " A H 2 ( 1 )  
IFNAME(2) = IFNAM2t2 )  
120 CCiLL OETSEN(PSIP ,Nf ,NELM, IFNAh~)  
IF ( ISAC.EO.1 )  GO TU Y 1 0  
IF (NT .GT.1 )  GO TO 200 
GO TO 1 0 0  
( :: 
C CALCI CHANGE I N  PLATE TI i ICKNtSSp CHANGE 1.N PEAM WIfiTH ANii DCPTH 
60 
GO T O  900 
(: 
,301 PRINT $ v  'DF'SI(Lc)*LIB 0' 







1.003 FORf lAT( lX ,  'FERCENr A C C U K A C Y = ' f F 1 6 , 8 )  
1.004 FORHAT( 1 X *  'CHANGE IN HtMf3RANt 'IHICKNESY = ' $  F R . t * , / ,  1 X c  'CHANGE 
F-ORHAT! F 8  + 5 )  
FORMAT( l X ,  'LIPS1 (B)*DELTAB=' ,E16 0 8 )  
Y IN BEAM WIDTH ='rF8,5, / ,1X, 'LHA~!FE X I 4  HFAH DEPTH = ' ~ F 8 . 5 ,  
* / I  1 x 1  'CHANGE IN BENLIlNG PLATt. 'IH1Ct;NEY;S = ' , F B . C J )  
1005 F O R M A T i l X , ' F S I ( F t I ' E ~  - F'SI(H0 = '1F16+8)  
1006 FORMAT(J4) 
1007 FORMAT( 1 X ~ ' X X f C O N S T R A l N f '  ' IYPF '  = ' ,14)  
IOOS FORHAT( / r lX , ' J * fSTKESS TYPE ~ ' ~ 1 4 )  
1009 FORMAT! 2 A 4 )  
1 0 1 0 
2000 F O R ~ A T ( ~ X , ' E N T E R ' , ~ ~ I '  LONSTKAIN'I' ~ L L E ~ ~ E N I ' S P  FOLLOW EACH HY 
2 0 0 1  F O K H A ' r ( l X , ' E N l E R ' ~ I 9 , '  ELEMENfS THAT AKF. 'Ill HAVE fitJ A l l J O I N I .  
c 
c 
F ORH A T ( 1 X I ' CONS T H A 1 N'f' E L  E HEN I' I S ' I I 4 ) 
* A RE'T'URN') 
* L O A D  CALCULATED. FOLLOW EACH F Y  A Kt fUHN. ' )  
END 
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SUBROUI I N E  A L ~ ~ ( X ~ Y , C , A L I T B ,  I H K 7 1  r )  
C : P * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CP* 
C f ' t  AL16: ADJOINf L O A D  Chl f ; l J l .Ar ION FOR TNIANGULAII tl tMENf  1601 
CP* 
L ; F * * t * * $ * * f * Y * * t * * * ~ * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CF* 
(:F* DESCRIPTION : 
CP* 
I:P* ,'AL.16' CALCULA'l tS THE ADJOINT LOADS FOli' 'IHF I k jANGULAR 
CPR F'LATE kiENDING ELEMtNr.  A L  = LCT*Lki:IX).IP I.!litRE 
CF* E C I  JS THE UERIWATIVE O F  THE STRESS FI!NCT!:lIN V1:CTOR 
CP* TIHES .THE F:LAS'l'ICITY KATRIX,  SINCE X F A l I  (:At CULATES 
f:F* STRESS RE5UL'lkNI'S F IRST,  LALJ  MUST HcE 1'11!1..1 TF'LILI I  BY 
CF* i ' i A i E  :HILF;NESS UIVIT!E BY 3, 
cF'* CBI I S  A 3x9 MATRIX I N  L;(JLUHNS 4 r L J  P 6 UF C W J e  MP 
OP* IS THE CHARACTERISTIC FIJNCI'IUN 'IHAT IS l /AREA OF THF 
CF'* ELEMENT THAT I S  CUNSTKAINEU AI411 ZERO FOR ALL THE LITHER 
CF'X ELEHENTS 0 
C F *  
C ; F $ * * * $ * * * t r * * * * ~ * * * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CF'f 
CF'f x THE LOCAL ELEHE'W X CULIRLtINA~rE 
C F $  Y THE LWAL EL.EMtN I Y CUORDlNAl E. 
C F *  c H A T P I X  ECJ = CDBl :~CEJ*T /2  3x3 KATRJX 
CT'S Ai. ADJOINI' L O A D  VtCTOR 
CF'$ TB TRANSF~ORHA TION MATKlX 
CF'X THK HFITERIAL Ti i ICKNtSS 
C W  I T  MIDSl'DE N O D E  COLUrlN I..OCA'fOR 
cF'* 
~ ; : F ' * t t t 4 $ * $ * ~ * f X * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * * * ~ * * * ~ *  
C 
I NC L UDE 
1NCLUI:IE 'CAEGSDR*  INC3 C:NI'L.M!.IN' 
' L A EGS D R I N C 1 1 MPL 1 L t; F'C ' 
c 










6 3  
FUtKTION AREA14 ( X P  Y )  
CP***~********************~*~******************~~~~~~*~******** 
CP* 
(JF'): ARCACt: CALCULAIES THE AREA OF A STKAJ1;HI 61)11'U I-LlllR LtR 
CP* E I G H  F NDDk ELEHENT 0 
CP* 
C f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * *  
CP* 
l.;F'* X GLOBAL X COORDINATLS 
C F X  Y GLOBAL Y COORDINATES 
CP* 








6 4  
c 
GO TO 900 
C 
SO7 P R I N T  8779 IEKK 
c 
f377 FORHAT( 1 X t  'ACCELC' KE'IUItNED WITH E R R O R ' r  1 4 )  
Y 00 CONTINUE 
c 
RETURN 
E N 1:I 
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SUBROUTINE C O M ~ ( F S I B r N r t N E L t l )  
CF****bL*****b*t********~*~~~*$*~***t*********************.***** 
C F $  
l::P* COflF: BRANCHES 'I IJ T H E  hF'FROF'RIATt ELEflENr ' I Y P t  ' I l l  CALCULATE 
CP* 
C F ' * * * $ t * * * * * * * * * * $ t * * * * ~ * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * *  
CF* 
I:F* IIESCR I F T  ION: 
CF* 
CF* CALCULFITE THE COHF'LIANCE At1j.I THK C(!tWl. 1ANC:E SENSIT- 
C F I  I V I T Y  VtCTOK+ 
CP* 
C : P * * t * d * * * * * * * * * f * * * * ~ * ~ * * $ * * $ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * $ * *  
cF'* ' c o w '  HRANCHES TO THE AFFROPRI A n  t .w: t r r  . r w E  TO 
IIJCLUDE ' CAEGSDRo ll4C:l A C C l F " .  HnN' 
INCLULIE 'CAEGSDR. I N C I  CNTL,flON' 
1NCLUI.IE ' CAEGSTIKe I N C I  ELEDES. MON' 







DIMENSION LlAl N( 5 0 )  I F'SIPLr( SOO) I P S I B (  2 )  r C'FBUt (6) r F'SIIETB ( 5 0 0 )  
DATA I R E F / l /  
( M L l A l ( Y 7 )  r IDBS)  r (NLIAT(Y8) t l l l tcL) 
F'SIF16 = 0.0 
FSIBC5 = 0.0 
SDF'SIT = 0.0 
SDFSIE = 0.0 
SDFSIH = 0.0 
SDFSTB = 0.0 
C 




C SETUP FOINTERS 
C 
L1  = LCS + NC 
C A L L  ACCELf l ( l r1PNELf l r  I l ~ ~ l 3 S r l . r ~ ~ r l ' € : R R )  
COLL 
CALL 
IF ( IEKRINE.O)  GO TO 802 
CALL. A C C L C S ( l r I F N L C S , J ~ ~ F L , 1 , O , I E H K )  
C A L L  ACCNOD( 1 r I FNNfJI.Ir X1:IHSr 1. r Or IERR) 
C A L L  ACCELC ( 1 I IFNELC r IDES, 1 r 0,0,1ERR) 
C A L L  ~ C C H ~ T ~ l r I P N ~ A T r l . J ~ ~ S r l r O r O r I E ~ R )  
CFILL R C C E P R ( l I I F N E T ' R , I D E S , 1 , O , O , T E K R )  
C A L L  ACCEEN( 1 
IF ( IERR*NE.O)  fiU TO 800 
ACCFES(  1 I 1F"FESr I D F L  I 1 r L 1 r  Or Or IERR) 
ACCCND ( 1 r IFNCNIl: 1DHLr 1 rL1 r 0 r Or IERR)  
IF ( IERR.NE.0 )  GO T O  (301 
XF(IERR*NEIO) GO TO b05 
IF ( IERR.NE.0 )  GO TO 806 
I F ( I E R R e N E . 0 )  GO 1 0  H 0 7  
IF ( IERRoNF.0 )  GO TO 808 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO 10 809 
IFNEI-:.N I I U P L  r 1 rL1 P 0, Or IERR)  
I F ( I E R R + N E e O )  GO TO 810 
c 
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110 100 I = l v N E L f l  
I F ( I . l i T . 1 )  00 TO 50 
GET INTERNAL LOAD CASE NUfltctK 
CALL A C C L C S ( 2 , I P N L ~ S I L l r ~ , D L C S , I E R R )  
I L C N  = DLCS(21)  
I F ( I E R R e N E . 0 )  (SU 1LI 805 
GET ELEHEN I' DESCK1F"I'lJRY 
CALL ACCEL fl ( 2 I I' PNELfl I I I 2 I I ED I I ERR ) 
I F ( I E R R , N t . O )  GO TO 800 
BRANCH TO THE APPROF'RIATE k.l..E.HE:NT 'I'YF'E 
I F (  ITYF'. ER. 11 ) 
I F ( I T Y P . E Q . 5 )  CALL C O f l P O S ( N T , I , I L C N , P S I B ~ )  
I F ( I T Y F , E Q e l 6 )  CALL C ~ ' ~ ~ ( N ' T I I I I L C N , P S I B T I ~  
C A L L  COHPl1 ( N  r v  I. I TI. I:N) 
P S I E 1 6  = P S I B 1 6 t P S I B T P ( I )  
PSIBCS = PSIBC5 iF 'S IBE(  I) 
SDFSIT = S D P S I T t D P S I T ( 1 )  
SDPSIB = SUF'SIBtlIF'SII(~I! 
SDF'SXH = STIFSIH+IIFSIH( I ) 
SDF'ST'B = SIIPSTPi.IIPSITB( I) 
CONTINUE 
I F ( N T . G T . 1 )  GO TO 730 
W R I T E ( l O * S S 9 )  
DO 710 I = l I t J E L M  
WRITE ( 10 I 857 ) 
W R I T E ( 1 0 9 8 6 1 ) 
I I LIPS1 T ( I ) 9 DFSI P ( 1 ) v LIPS I H  ( I ) r LIPS I TE! ( 1 ) 
SDF'S I T SDPS I P r SDPS I H I Si1 F'S 1 B 
I F ( I T Y F ' . E Q + l l )  C A L L  ~ ~ F ' S I l l ( P S l F T ~ I L C N ~ I F E F !  
F'SIB(NT) = PSLBT t PSIBCS t P S I B 1 6  
WR I TE ( 1 0 * 858 1 
F'RINT 5581 FSIB(NI) 
PSI B ( EI'I ) 
C CLEAN-UP EVERY'IHING 
67 
I F  ( I E R R  t Nt + 0 )  GO 10 5C'Y 
CALL AC C EEN \ 4 I I F 'Nt t  N * ('1 I 0 9 c1 I 0 9 0 I 1 ERR ) 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 310 
c 
I: 
C W K I l E  ERROR M t S S R G E S  10 THE SI:FkfN 























8 7 2  
879 
876 
8 7 7  
8 7 8  
8 75, 
880 
P R I N T  8709 IERR 
GO TO S2@ 
F R J H I '  8719 I E f W  
GO TO 920 
F R I N T  8729 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
P R I N T  8759 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
F ' R I N I '  8779 IEKR 
GO TO 820 
F R I N f  8789 IERR 
GO TO 820 
P R I N T  8799 IERR 
GO TO 820 
F'RINf 8769 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
PRINI' 8801 IERR 
GO TO 520 
C O N T  I NU E 
F O R M A T ( I 3 9 4 X 9 4 ! E 1 6 , 8 , 4 X ) )  
F O f E H A T ( l X ,  ' P S I F = '  rE1C.a 8 )  
F O R H A T ( l X P / ,  1x9 'EN' , h X ?  ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  
F O K M A T ( l X I / r l X 1 ' T O T C I L = ' 9 4 ( ~ ~ . ~ , ~ 9 4 ~ ) )  
'I ' 1 7 x 1  ' . S E N S I T I V I  I Y  N' I 
$ ~ X I ' S E N S I T I V I T I  H ' P ~ X ~ ' ~ E N S I ? I V I ' I ' Y  I B '  ) 
FORMAT(  1x1 'ELEMENI' ' I  1 4 )  
FORMAT ( 1x9 ' A C C F E S  FrkTUKNt:'U W I T H  EF:ROFr ' I i 4 ) 
F O R M A T ( l X 9  'ACCCND RETiJHNEB W I T H  ERROR ' I I4! 
F O R M A T ( l X ?  'ACCLCS REfIJl ; t t tU W I T H  ERROR ' 9 1 4 !  
FORMAT ( 1 X  9 'CICCEF'R RETURNFD W I I H  Ekfi'UK ' I 14  1 
F O R M R T ( l X 9 ' A C C N O D  R t  r U K N E D  W I T H  ERROR ' 9 x 4 )  
FORMAT ( 1 XI ' A C C E L C  RE I'Uh'NEJ.1 W I  'TI4 ERRCW ' 7 1 4 ) 
F O R M A T ( 1 X ~ ' A C C E E N  RE'I'UHNED W X  I'H ERROR ' 7 Y4! 
F o R H A r ( i x , # A c c ~ ~ n  R E I U K ~ K K I  w I . i i i  E ~ R O R  9 i r l r  
F O R t i A T ( l X ,  'ACCHAT RETUHNED W X ' I H  ERROR ' 1 1 4 )  




R E  T 1JR N 
EN11 
68 
SUBROIJIINE C O f l P 0 5 ( N T , I , I L C N I P S I ~ ' ~ )  
1 : f : ' * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * x $ * * * * * * * ~ * $ a * * * $ * * * * * * ~ * * ~ * F f * + $ * * * * * * t * * * * $ * *  
CF'* 
C F ' X  COflF'O5: ChLCULATES COflPLIANCE A H I I  S E N S l T I V I  T Y  t OR A REAM 
CF* 
................................................................ 
C F S  
CF'Y I IESCRIFTION: 
CF$ 
(:F* ' COflF'05' CALCULATES THE LUflPLIf iNCE ANI1 'I HE LlL~SII.:El 
CP* SENSI'I'IUI'I'Y FOR A 1 - 1 1  BEAM I N  EENLIING, WITH AN 
CF*  APPLIED ELEME'fll' FORCE IN #/IN. SELF WEIGHI I S  




CF'* NT COUNTER FOR F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE 
CP* I EX I.ERNAL ELEflENT NO. BEING F"r3CESSED 
CPf I L C N  INI'ERNAL LOALI CASE NO, 
CPL NELfl TOTAL NO, OF ELEMLNTS 
CP* 















GET APFLIED FORCE I N  # / I N +  
P R I N I  * I  ' ' 
PRINT L P  '€NI'Ek APF'L-lETI FORCE I N  # / I N .  LINJTS' 
R E A D ( 5 ~ 1 0 0 1 )  A F  
GET AFF'LIELI DXSTRIFUI'EL~ HVMFNI' 
F R I N T  t , '  ' 
GET AREA n o n w r  OF INERTIA ABIJUT Y-AXIS 
69 
IF ( IERR.Nt .0 )  GO 10 809 
Y I  = EUF(5) 
H = 2.DO*BUF(Y> 
E = Z.DO*BUF(lU) 
BW(NT) = F 
FH(NT) = H 
C 
t: GET WEIGHT IIENSITY AN11 flOINJLUS CIF EL.clS1Il:ITY 
C 
GAMflA = 0.01:10 
E = B U b - ( ' J )  
V = BIJF(7) 
G = E / ( 2 + D C * ~ l * L I O f V ) )  
c 
c 
" I. GET KtlSPL6CEK+t I S  fir ELEHE!'!' F N!!S 
C 
DO 150 J=lPNUNI'E 
C A L L  ACC CND ( 2 ? 1 F" CNLl I I E4 I 'NN ( J ) I 1 
DO 150 K=l,NUOF 
I LON OF BUF 7 LEN I 1 ERR ) 
IF(IERReNE.0) GO TCI 802 
CD( J r K )  = CFBUk'tK) 
1 'io CONTINUE 
c 
~:*$$$$**$*$$$**$***t****~$***~***************~*$~~*****$~~~ 
C EVALUATE LIISF'LS. AND CIJKVATURE A'I' THE Gf?lJSS F'(I1NT USItlG 
C SHAPE FUNCTIONS - ONE F'T. FOR L:Uli'V+ THKEE F'T. FOR DISF'L 
C * * * $ * * $ * $ $ $ * * $ * $ * * $ * t * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * $ * * * * $ * * * $ * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ ~  
t: GET XI YI A N D  Z OF El-EIIENI' NODES 
C; 
CclLL ACCELC(2,lPNEt CvKINI t1REk-f t tUt-rLEN~ IERF:) 
IF(IERR.NE.0) EO TCl 807 
M = 1  
110 200 J - 1 9  5 ' 9  3 
K = Jt1 
L = J t2  
X t M )  = BUt:(J) 
Y ( M )  = E!JF(k) 
ZtM) = BUF(L) 
M = M t l  
200 CONTINUE 
DO 210 J=1,3 
C O O R ( l , J )  = X(J) 
COOR(2rJ) = Y(J) 




I: FORM THE ELEMENT LOCAL I;uomINA'rk. SYSTEH 
I N 3  = JNI'EIN(3) 
CCIL I- E UB I M  ( I El J 9 Bt '1 A I C OOR I 1 9 I ERR ) 
CALL ZEROSF'('IBt36*IF) 
DO 220 J=1,3 
DO 220 K = l I 3  
TE(J7IC) ' I ( J r k )  
T R ( J t 3 r K t 3 )  = 'I ( J r k )  
220 CONTINUE 
C A L L  UMXABT (TB 9 C D t  C I 6 9 2 9 6 )  
DO 230 J=112 





C C A L C U L A T E  P S I  ( l i )  - 1NTEGRAL OF FORCE*:DISF'LACEMEN I' 
C 
250 P S I B B (  I ) = F S I B B (  1 ) t ( F t W t A M Y U X Y  ) tWTW(t+.  ) * ( l iL /2  110) 
300 C O N T I N U E  
c 
W R I T E (  1011003) DFSIEGIDF 'S IHG 
I F ( N T r G T . 1 )  GO TO 810 
I I P S I B ( 1 )  = DPSIBG 
D P S I H (  I ) = D F ' S I t I G  
GO TO 820 
C 
(: 
I: W R I T E  ERROR M t S S A G E S  T l l  THti SCREEN 
802 P R I N T  8721 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
807 F R I N T  8789 I E R R  
1308 F R I N ' T  8791 IERR 
GO T O  820 
809 FRINI' 8761 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
c 
I: 
520 C O N T I N U E  
c 
I: 
851 F O R M A T l / r l X ~  'BEAM WIDTH P = ' , F 8 . 5 ~ 2 X , ' F t . A f l  L I L : P T H = ' I F ~ . ~ I ~ X  
X , ' E = ' ~ E ~ I ~ I ~ X ~ ' I Y Y = ' ~ E ~ , ~ ~ ~ X ~  ' G A M M A = '  tF6.51 ' A F ' F ' L I E D  FOI(CE 
*=' 1f8.5) 
$ E 1 2 * 5 , 2 X ,  ' R X = ' , E 1 2 * 5 , ' Y , ' K Y = ' 1 E l ~ , ~ , ? : , ! ~ 9  ' f i z z '  9 t l 2 . 5 )  
* 'WXY= ' ,E11 .5 )  
GO ro 820 
855 FORMAT(  1 X t  'NODE=' I 1 2 9 2 x 1  ' X = '  1 E12 9 5 I 2Y: 9 ' Y= ' t t ' l Z  a 5 7 2 X  9 ' i!=' t 
860 F O R M A T ~ ~ X ~ ' G P ~ ' ~ I ~ ~ ~ X ~ ' W ~ ' ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X I ' ~ ~ X ~ ~ ' I E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X I  
1370 F O R M A T ( l X ,  ' A C C E L H  RE'IUStJED W I T H  ERROR ' 9 1 4 )  
872 F O R H A T ( I X I  'ACCCNLt f i t l L l t z t 4 f : i l  W I T H  ERROR ' 9 J 4 )  
878 FORMAT(  1x1 'ACCELC K E l  UKNEr l  W I T H  ERROR ' I J 4 )  
879 F O R M A T (  1 X  t 'ACCMAT FiL f'Uli'NEJl W I T H  ERROR ' 9 1 4 )  
1002 FORMAT ( 1x9 ' E L E M E N  r = '  1 1 4 )  
876 FORMAT(  1x1 'ACCEF'R R E T u i i i i t i l  W I T H  ERROR ' I 1 4 )  
1001 F O R M A T ( E 1 2 + 5 )  
:t 00 3 
10011 f O R M R T ( 1 X I  ' E = ' t E 1 2 . 5 t 4 X t  ' G = ' ~ E ~ Z I S I ~ X I  ' ? ' = ' r t 1 2 * 5 >  




FORMAT ( 1 X 9 ' LIPS I BGz ' 1 E 1 2 5 9 4 X I ' I IF'S I HG= ' * t: 1 :.' 5 ) 
R E T U R N  











INCLUDE 'CAEGSIIR. I N C I  IHF'L lC,SFC'  
INCLUDE ' C  AEGSDR, I N C I  RCCIPN. HON' 
INCLUIIE 'CAEGSIIR, I N C 3  I.:NI'L.HON' 
INCLUDE ' LAEGSI IR .  1NC3 ELFIIES. HOW' 
INCLUDE ' CAEGSIIR. I N C I  S'JtCTR,PION" 
LlATA GF'L/2t - ,  5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 r  5 7 7 3 5 0 2 2  9 - !';773:*C27 I 
DATA KT/3 /  I I R E F / l /  
* 2 ~ . 5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 1 - . 5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 ,  . 5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 /  
S E ( 1 )  = 0. 
I F ( N T . G T . 1 )  GO TO 350 
GET ELEMENl STF:ESSES ANU STRAINS 
CALL ACC F E S ( 2 7 I F." t. E S I E I N I I I REF 7 I L C N I S HUF I EN I I EF:h' ) 
IF(IERR.NE.O) cioro mi 
M = l  
LOC = LEN - 1 
DO 50 K = l  INSC'AL 
S I G H A ( 1 r K )  = Y t i U I ( H )  
S I G M A ( 2 r K )  = SHUh'(M4.1) 
S I G H A ( 3 v K )  = S B U t - ( H t 3 )  
fl = f l t 4  
CONT INlJE 
DO 60 K = l  rNSVAL 
EF'SLN(1Ih ' )  = SENF(H) 
E F ' S L N ( 2 i h )  = SBUh'(Mt1) 
E F S L N ( 3 r K )  = SEUF(Hi-3)  
fl = f l t 4  
CONTINUE 
C GET X AND Y FOR JACOBIAN E V R L U A l I l l N  
C 












DO 250 L= l tNUOF 
DO 250 K = l  PNSUAL 
B F ( t i t L )  = 0 . 0  
CON T I NUE 
C EVALUATE SHAPE FUNCTIUNS AT 'THE GAUSS F'ItINf'S 
C 
IF( ISTYP. ER.2) * 
* IF ( ISTYP.EQ.4 )  
IF ( IERR * NE e 0 )  
300 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( l O t 8 5 5 )  
DO 320 h=l rNSUAL 
320 WRITE (1 01 854)  K t  
W R I T E ( l O t 8 6 0 )  
DO 3 3 0  K-ltNSUAL 
330 W R I T E ( l O t 8 5 4 )  h t  
DO 3 4 0  J=l ,NSIG 
KICJ 3 4 0  t i=ltNSUAL 
SE( I) = S E ( I  j t SIGflA(.JrP,) *CEPSL.N( .It t . ) tDETJ  
3 4 0  CONT I NUE 
C CALCULATE SENSIT IV ITY  V t C T O R  .. 
I, 
t I P S I T ( 1 )  = - SE( I )  
350 GO T O  820 
f: 
C WRITE ERROR MESSAGES TO 'THE SCREEN 
C 
8 0 1  FRINT 8 7 1 ,  IERR 
GO TO 8 2 0  
(307 F R ' I N l  878r  IERK 
GO TO 820 
1309 PRINT 876, IERfZ 


















SUEROUTI NE CP16 ( N  rv I f  ILCE4,F'SIR'Tlc) 
C P * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * X * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * *  
CP* 
(:F'* CF'16: BRANCHES TO THL AF'FKOF'RIATE t .LkME~! l  SUBTYF'E 
C F *  
~:F'*t********************~t**f***$**********~~*~***~~~******~*** 
C F *  
I:F:'* DE SCR I F' T I ON : 
CP* 
IJPf 'CF'16' BRANCHES TO THE AF'FROPRIATE E'Lt HEN I' SUBTYFE 
C F *  TO CALCULATE THE COMPLIANCE ANI1 (:llbiPLlANCE UESI?:EI 
CP* NOTE: T H I S  DOES NOT TAKE I E I I ' O  ACCOllNr Af4Y f l E M P R R N t  
C F *  STIFFNESS. 
CF:'* 
C : ~ * S * $ t b * * * * t * L I R X Y * * * * * ~ t * * ~ * * * * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ * * ~ *  
C F *  
I:F'* NT COUNTER FOR F I N I T E  IIIFFCRENCE 
cF'* I EXTERNAL ELF:MFN i NO. REI t IG FROCESSED 
CP1: PSIBTB COMPLIANCE lily A BENDING PLATE, ?)SED FOR 
C:P* CALCULATING THE k-XNITE DIFFERENCE 
CP* 
C F : ' * * * * * * * ~ * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * L * ~ * ~ * * * $  
CF'* S E H S I T I V I T Y  OF THE PLATE BLNLlINCi t.L.F'flFNI' 16. 
C:P* I L C N  INTERNAL LOAD CASE t!O* 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. INC3 IHF 'L IC+SPC'  
INCLUDE ' CAEGSl'IRa INCJ ELFDES. NON' 
INCLUIIE 'CAEGSDR. INC3 SL'ECTR. HON' 
C 
c 
C**  BRANCH TO THE AF'PROF'RIA'TC F:LFMtN I '  SUHTYPE 
C 
DINENSION F'SIBTB(500) 
I F (  ISTYP.EO* 1) CALL C:P16O1 ( N T I  I I I L C E I , P S i P ' l R )  




SUFROU'I'INE CF'1601( N T t  I r IL.Ctl r P S I  BTH ) 
C P * * * * t * * * * * * $ * l * * * $ * * * $ * * * ~ * * $ * * * * * * * * * $ X * * * $ * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ $ * * $ *  
CP* 
CF* CF'1601 : CALCULATES CUMF'LIANCE AN):I I.II..SIL;EI SENSIT I ' J ITY  
CP* 









CF'* NT COllN TER FOR F I N I T E  KIIFFEKIKNCE 
CP* I EXTERNAL. El EtiENT EIO. E t I N G  PROCESSED 
LF'* I L C N  INTERNAL L O k I l  CASE NO. 
CF'f F'SIBTR COMPLIANCE, ItSETI FOR CALCULATING FJNI 'TL  Ll1 FFERENCE 
CP* 
CF**$*******$*$***$***$*******$**********$X***~**~~*$~*$~$*~*~* 














I NC LUDE I MF'L 1 C a SPC ' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. INC7 AC1:IPN.MON' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. I N C J  CNIL4MON' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSTIR. INC3 ELEKlES. H1'ltl' 
INCLUIIE 'CAEGSDR. I N C J  PVECTR. MON' 
' C AEG S DR + I NC 3 
DATA ~ T / J / , I ~ E F / ~ / T H P T / I /  
CF'E(1) = 0. 
P S I B T B ( 1 )  = 0 1  
GET PROPERTIES 
GET ELEHEN I STRESSES AN11 S'IKATNS 
CALL 
I F ( I E R R , N t e O )  GOT0 (301 
M = 1  
110 50 J=l,NDOF 
CONTINUE 
M = 7  
DO 6 0  J=l r NDOF 
ACCFES(2, IF'NFESthJtIT, IREF, IL1'N,SI(UFrL.tN7 IERF:) 
S I G t l h ( J )  = SEWF(.I) 
EF'SLN(J) = SFUFIM) 
H = n+1 
CONTINUE 
C GET DISPLACEMENTS FOR PSI 1.:ALI:iJI,,ATION 
C 
65 DO 70 J = l  ,NUNF't 
C A L L  ACCCND(:.!, lF"CND, INTNN( J)  r 1,ILCNtC.FtcUt 91 EN, IERR)  
7 7  
IF ( IERR.NE.0 )  GO TO 902 
DO 7 0  K = l  7NDOF 
C D ( J t t i )  = CFBUF(K) 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C GET EQUIVALENT FORCES AT THE ELEHFNI' NODES F01; F'81 CAI..C* 
C 
C A L L  ACCEEN('-L91F'EltEN,KINI PIREF,  l L C E ~ r F . ' 1 7 r ( l ~ ~ t I . t N *  1ERF:) 
I F ( I E R R . N E e 0 )  I;O TO PO8 
n = 1  
DO 80 J=l9NUIWE 
DO 80 K = l  PNDOF 
E F ( J r K )  = EC)BUF(M) 
fl = fltl 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C GET THE JACOBIAN 
1: 
IF !NT ,GT, l )  GO ?n 350 
CALL A C C E L C ( 2 ~ I F N E L C , k I N T r I K E F 1 B U F ~ L ~ N ~ ~ I E R R )  
I F ( I E R R . N E , O )  GO TO 8 0 7  
n - 1  
DO 200 J = l v L E N H ~ ; <  
X t M )  = EIJF(J)  
Y ( M )  = BIJF(J t1 )  
Z t n )  = B U F ( J t 2 )  




C CALCULATE SENSIT IV ITY  CYC:TIlR 
DETJ = EUTRIA ( X ?  Y )  
c 
DO 3 4 0  J=1,3 
CPE(1)  = CPE(1) t SILiMA(.!)X'EPSI.N(.l)tDETJ 
3 4 0  CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULA'I'E F'SI ( t c )  - 1NI'EGF:AL OF FQKCE$DXSFI A(,FfiC.Nt' It4 Z 
c: 
350 DO 400 J = l  ?N(JNPE 
400 CONTINUE 
C 
C UHITE ERROR HESSAGES T O  THti SCREEN 
I: 
801 F ' R I N l  871, IERR 
GO TO 820 
1302 PRINT 8 7 2 ,  IERR 
GO TO 820 
8 0 7  FRINT 877,  IERR 
GO TO 820 
1308 P R I N f  8799 JE'KR 
GO TO 820 
809 FRINT 8809 IERR 





DPSII'B(1)  = - ( :PE( I )  . 
P S I B T F ( 1 )  = F S I B l H ( 1 )  t L F ( J ~ ~ ) ~ C D ( J P J )  














FORMAT ( 1 X I ' NO DE ' I 6 X  t ' Is I SF 
F O R M A T < ~ X I J ~ I ~ ( ~ X I E ~ ~ , ~ ) )  
F O R M A T ( 1 X v ' A C C F E S  RtTUh'NtD WITH ERROR ' 1 3 4 )  
F O R M E i T ( 1 X I  'ACCCNLI f?'EIlllWt'rf WITH ERROR ' r X 4 )  
FORMfiT ( 1 X  I ' ACCELC RE I UKt.(t'l'l WITH ERROR ' I 1 4 ) 
F O R H A T ( 1 X I ' A C C E E N  fi'ETUh"t:D WITH EKRUli ' 1 1 4 )  
FORf lAT(  1 x 1  'ACCEPK RETURNEU WITH EF:ROK ' I I 4 )  
X ' I BY: I ' I f  I SF' Y ' I &X I ' D I Sf' ' 





E P S L N ( 2 I t O  = SBUF(J)  
EF'SLN(3fK)  = SBUt ( L )  
H = Hi.6 
60 CONTINUE 
C 
C GET DISFLACEHENlS FOR P S I  CAL.CLIL.ATION 
C 
65 DO 7 0  J= 1 I NUrWF 
C A L L  
IF( IERR.Nt .O!  I;O T O  802 
DO 70 K = l  INUOF 
ACCCNU ( 2 9 1 PNC N L I ?  IN T N N  ( J ) I 1 I 1 LCN 9 CF EUt I L F N I 1' ERR ) 
C D ( J v K )  = C:FPUF(k) 
7 0 CONTINUE 
C 
C GET EaUIVALENT FORCES A T  THE ELF-HENT NODES F O R  PSI (:Al.C. 
c 
CALL 
IF( IERR.NE.0)  CO T O  808 
ACCEEN ( 2 I I F'NEFN I H I N I I I REF I I L CN 7 EOBUF 9 I EN I 1 ERR ) 
H = l  
DO EO J=l I NLJNF'E 
DO 80 K - 1  I NIIOF 
EF(JIH) = EQBUt'!W) 
H = H t l  
:3 0 CONTINUE 
t:: 
C GET THE JACOBIAN 









C A L L  ~ C C E L C ( 2 r I F ' N E L C , h l N I  I 1 K C ~ r E ~ U F t l . E N B ~ l E R R )  
IF( IERR.NE.0)  (io T O  807 
H - 1  
DO 200 J t l v L E N X I 3  
X t H )  = FlJC ( . J )  
Y ( H )  = B U F ( J t 1 )  
Z t M )  = B U F ' ( J t 2 )  
n = Htl 
CONTINUE 
DETJ = AREAB(XrY) 
LIETJ DETJ/4 +DO 
CALCULATE S E N S I T I V I l Y  C'CCTOR 
DO 340 J=113 
= 
DO 3 4 0  K= l?NSVAL 
C FE ( I ) C F'E ( I ) i. S I G HA ( J I K ) * E F S I , f! ( ,I I E, ) 9 LIE T J 
CONTINUE 
DFSl'l'B(1) = - CFE(1)  
C CALCULATE F S I C B )  - INTEGRAL O F  FOh'CEXDISF'LAI :€~~~-NI  1H 2 
C 




801 F'RINT 8 7 1 1  IERR 
GO TO 820 
(302 FRINT 8 7 2 1  IERR 
PSJBTB(1)  = F ' S l B I B ( 1 )  t € k ( J * 3 ) $ C [ l ( J 1 3 !  
GO TO 020 




















GO TO 820 
P R I N T  877,  I E R R  
GO TO 820 
P R I N T  8 7 9 ,  IERR 
GO TO 820 
F R J N T  880 ,  I E R R  
60 TO 820 
C O N T I N U E  
FORMkT ( 1 X t  'NOIIE ' * 6X 9 ' D I S F  X '  r 8 X  9 ' D I S B  Y '  v t r X  P ' JI1SF ' * 1 8 X i ' t i O T  X ' V ~ X I ' R O T  Y ' , Y X , ' R O T  7 ' )  
FORMAT( 1 X  r I 4  I 6 ( 3 X P E 1 3  4 4 ) ) 
F O R M A T ( 1 X r  ' A C C F E S  kC:IlIIWED W I  i t i  ERROR ' 9 1 4 )  
F O R t l A T ( l X , ' A C C E L C  RETUKEkll W I T H  ERROR ' r I 4 )  
F O R H A T ( 1 X ~ ' A C C E E N  R E l U I t N E D  W I T H  ERROh ' r 1 4 )  
F O R f l A T ( 1 X p ' A C C E P R  RETUHNC:D WITH ERROR ' 9 1 4 )  
FORHAT(IX, 'ACCCNLI RETIJHNED w x n i  FRROR 8 , 1 4 )  
RETUNZN 















SUBROU r I N E  CPS 1 1 1 ( F ' S I  F'I' I 1 I 1 I 1 REF ) 
I N C L U D E  'CAEGSDR. J N C J  1biF'LIC.SF'C' 
I N C L U D E  'CAEGSDR. I N C I  ACCIPN.MON' 
I N C L U I I E  ' I A E G S I I R .  I N C J  FL.EDES*f lON' 
I N C L U U E  'LAEtiSDR. I N C J  (:NTL e t J D N '  
D I f l E N S I O N  I l A T N (  5 0 )  I CFFUF (6 1 
CALCULATE F'SI ( E) FOR P L A T E  - FORC:k-*I:II'SPL A(:EMt N I 
P R I N T  *I' ' 
P R I N T  $, 'ENTER NOTIE WHERE L C l A D  IS A F ' P L l E r l '  
F R L N I  *I' ' 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 4 )  L J l I R  
R E A D  ( s I 004 ) NEX r 
PRINT *, 'ENTER L.OAD D I R E C T I O N ( l : X ,  e * 7 A : R Z ) '  
GET I N T E R N A L  NODE NUMH€:t? 
C A L L  ACCNOD(2, I P N N O D t t l E X I  t 2 ~ r l ~ A T N t I E R f i )  
I F ( I E R R , N E . O )  (io 10 806 
N I N T  = D A T N ( 4 )  
GET DISPLACEHEN I A r NODE 
C W R I T E  ERROR MF.SSAGES 
C 
802 P R I N T  872, I E R R  
t301 P R I N T  t377, 1ERR 
GO TO 820 
C 
820 CONTINUE 
GO TO azo 
r; 
072 f O R f l A T ( l X r ' A L C C N l 1  h 'ETUh"t I1 W I I H  ERROR ' 9 J 4 )  
877 F O R f l A T ( 1 X I ' A C C N O D  R F I l l l Z N t I ~  W I l t l  ERROR 'I 1 4 )  






SIJBROUT I NE D I SP ( PSI H t b!l' I N t:LM ) 
C P t ~ * * * * * * $ * * * * X * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C F *  
(:w rtxsp: BHANCH~'S TO THE APPROPRIATE tLt.Mmr 'IYPE F O R  .Itit 
CF* 
CF'********$*********$***~*~~*************~************~******$ 
K F *  
CF'f  DESCR I F'T I ON : 
OF'* 
CF'$ 'DISF' BRANCHES TO THt' AF'F'ROF'RIATE €LEMENT TYPE FOR 
C F *  CALCULATION OF THE IIISF'I.. AcEt-wN'r LOWTRAIN I. AND THE 
OF# D I SF'LACEHEN I' SENS I T I  V I  T Y VLC TOR 
C F *  
C P * * * * * X X * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * Y * ~ * * * * X * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C F Y  
cF'* F S I B  I!ISF'LACEMENI' A T  X 
C:F* NT COUNTER FOR F I N 1  TF IIIFFt'KENCE - 
CF'S NELM TOTAL NO, OF ELEMENI'S 
C:F* 
O F ~ ' * * t * * * * * * * ~ * * * * f * * ~ . * ~ * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * $ * $ X t * * * *  
c 
I f fCLUIlE ' CAEGSDF:. INC 3 IHF'LI ( :  SF'C' 
INCL.UIIE ' CAEGSIlRs INC3 ACCIFNetlON' 
INCLUIlE 'IAEGSIIR. I N C I  CN TL ,MON' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. INC3 ELfUES. UDN' 
INCLUIlE 'CAEGSDR* I F ( C 1  SVECTR. HON' 
C 





SET hDJOINT LUAO CASE NUMBER 
L2 = LCS t NC 
1.. 
10 L l  = 1 
C 
I .  
C SETUP PO1NTE:RS 
C 
CALL ACCELM(1 r3F"ELMt IDBSrltOt IERR)  
CALL ACCFES ( 1 t I F'NFES t I OBI.. t 1 t L 1 t 0 t 0 t I ERR ) 
IF( IERlF.NE.0)  GO T O  802 
CALL ACCCND~1tIFNCFII~tIDBLt1tL1tO~OtIERR~ 
IF(IEKR.NE.0) GO TO 002 
C A L L  ACCNOD(1 tIF'NN13Dt IDBSt  1 t O p  ]'ERR) 
IF ( IERR.NE.0)  GO TO 806 
CnLL ACCELC( 1 t  IF'NkLI: I TDBSt  1 tot Or IEHR) 
IF(1EftR.NF.O) GO TO 807 
IF( IERR.NE.0)  GO T O  800 
84 
. 
C A L L  ACCHAT(1~IF'NMAT~IDBSr1rO~(~~lEh:R) 
I F ( I E R R , N E . @ )  GO TO 808 
CALL ACCEPR( 1 I lF'HEFR, ITIBS. 1 v 010, I E R R )  
L F ( I E R R . P E * O )  GO TO SO9 
c: 
C LOOF' TtiROUGti TtlE BUb'FERS TO LFr STRESSES, STRAINS I hOMENTS- tTT ,  
L 
DO 100 I z l r N E L H  
I: 
C GET ELEMENT UESCRIF'TORS 
85 
lrlR I T E  ( 1 0 r 856 ) Nt X T 
c . . 
I. 
C CLEAN--UF' E V E R Y I H I N G  
c 
730 CA1.L A C C E L M ! ~ I I F ' N E I  M r 0 1 0 r 0 1 1 E R R )  
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 800 
C A L L  A C C F E S ( ~ I I P N F E S I O I O ~ ~ I O ~ O I I ~ R R )  
C A L L  ~ C C C N D ( ~ ~ ~ P N C N J ~ ~ ~ O ~ O I O ~ O ~ O I  I E R R )  
I F ( I E R R e N E . 0 )  GO T O  802 
I F ( N T . G T . 1 )  GO TO 750 
I F ( I E R R . N k * O )  GO TO 801 
C A L L  A C C L C S (  4 r I PNLCSI Or Oror I E R R )  
750 C A L L  A C C N O E ~ ( ~ I . T F N N O D I O ~ O I O ~ ~ E R R )  
I F ( I E K R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 805 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 806 
C A L L  ACCELC ( 4  r IFMEI C Y  Or Or 0 I 01 I E R R )  
C A L L  ACCMkT ( 4 I I F N f l A T  r O r O , O ? O  r I E R R )  
C A L L  ACCEF'H ( 4  r 1 FNEFR I 0 r 01 Or Or I E R R )  
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 807 
I F ( I E R R i . N E . 0 )  GO TO 808 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 809 
GO T O  820 
(: 
c 
C W R I T E  ERROF: MtSSAGES TO THE SCREEN 
c 
ROO P R I N T  e?01 I E F i K  
GO TO 820 
801 f ' l t I N T  871, I E R R  
GO TO 820 
1302 P R I N T  872r I E R R  
CiO TO 820 
805 FRIINI 875, I E R R  
GO TO 820 
8'26 P R I N T  877, I E R R  
GO 10 820 
t307 F ' H I N T  8781 IERR 
00 TO 820 
1305 F'PINT 879r IERR 
GO TO 820 
YO9 T ' R I N T  8761 I E R R  
GO T U  820 
c 
c 










FORMAT(  1x1 ' S S * r A D J O l N f  L.ORrl I S  AF'F 'L IED A T  NODE'r 1 4 )  
F O R M A T ( I ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ ( E I ~ ~ ~ I ~ X ) )  
F U R M A T ( l X r ' F ' S I B = ' r E l ~ , ~ )  
F O R ~ A T ( l X ~ / r l X ~ ' E ~ ' ~ ~ X r ' S E ~ ~ S I T I U I T Y  T ' r 7 X r ' S E N S I T I U J T Y  H'Y 
S 7 X r ' S E N S I T I U I T Y  H ' r 6 X r ' S E N S T I V I T Y  'I"') 
F ' O R f l A l (  1 X  I / P 1 X p  ' T O l A I . . = '  I 4(t" 16 e 89 4 X )  1 
FORMtiT ( 1 X I ' t.LEfl EN I ' I I 4 ) 
FORMAT(  1x1 'ACCELM RETURNED W I  TH ERROR ' r 1 4 )  
FC)RMAl'< 1x1 ' A C C F E S  REf ' lJ t iNk 'D W I  7" ERROR ' P 1 4 )  
FORMAT(  1x1 'ACCCNU RETUtiNC1:l WJTH ERROR ' r I 4 )  
F O R M A T ( 1 X r  ' A C C L C S  RETlJh'NELt WI'tH EF:ROR ' 9 1 4 )  
F U R M A T ( 1 X ~ ' A C C N O D  f;klUtiNt:fl W T T H  ERROR 'rL4) 
FmwA'r (ix "ACCEFR RE I'LIHN~;D w 1 . w  ERROR a : i d )  
86 
,378 F O F ' H A l ( 1 X v  'ACCELC KETlJKNtrl WITH EKKUR ' v 1 4 )  
879 FORHAT(lXv'ALCHA1 RCTURNED WITH ERROR ' v . t 4 )  
J 004 
2000 FORHAT ( 17 ) 
F Oh'flAT ( 19 ) 
SUBROUTINE u I s F ' o S ( t l r r ~ r ~ i  ? I  2, i t . 1 )  
C:F~'****************t**$***************************************** 
CP* 
(:F:'$ ItISF'05: CALCULATES THE IIISF'L. LIESIGN S E N S I T I V I T Y  Of A BEAfl 
CP* 
f : F ' * * Y . * X * $ X * t * * * l f * * * * t * * * * Y . * t * * ~ * * ~ * * ~ * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * $ * * * * * * * * * *  
CP* 
CF' f  riESCR1 PT I ON : 
CF'* 
CF'* 
C:P* S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF A 1-11 HEAH I N  BENDING, WITH AN AF'PLIFII 
' D I SF' 0 9 ' C A L  CUL A T E S T Ilk. D I S F'L t4C E M k  t!'T CrJN S T R A I N T DES I GN 
CPY. ELEMENT FORCE I N  #/JN* SFLF WtIGHT IS NtiGLECTELI. 
l .P* TORSICIN I S  ACTIVE, 
c F:' * 
CF~'****l*Y*tk**%*~**l*~~****************~.**********~************ 
t:P* 
CF:'M NT COUNTER FOR FIE!ITE DIFFERENCE 
C F I  I EX'I'EKNAJ- El.Etl tN I' NO. FEING F'HLiCESSEIi 
C P t  L 1  OHIGINAI  EXTERNAL LOA11 CASE hl0 
C P f  L Z  EXTERNAL AnJOINr L.OAII CASE NO. 
CP* I L 1  INIkh 'NAL LOA11 CASE NO. OF ORIGlNAL L.0AD 
CPX 
C F ~ ' * * t * $ * Y $ * t t * t t * r * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
INCLUtlE 'CAEGSDK.INC1 IMFLlC,SPC'  
INCLUClE ' CAEGSDRa INC3 hCC.IF". HDN' 
INCLUCIE ' CAEGSDR. I N C I  CNTL ,flON' 
TNL'L.I.IDE 'TAEGSEIR. I N C I  ELEDES. MON' 
INCI-UI:IE 'CAEGSDR. I N C I  SVECTR*MON' 
COflHON/LCSDES/ULCS( 9 0 )  
ERl!IUALENCE 
IlIHENSION X ( S ) r Y ( 3 )  ~Z(~~)~I~I!SH~F(12)tlIATN(50) ~ P U t ' ( 1 0 0 ) ~  
I: 
(HLIAT(J4) ?IF') I (N)ZAT(Yd) r I I I B L )  
* * S t W F  ( 1 2 )  ?CFRUI' C!512) ~ l l ( b r 3 ) t T ( 3 ~ 3 )  ~ ' l B ( 6 1 6 )  , L ; D L ( 2 ? 6 )  tALDL(2r6)  r ) t GF'LW( 3 )  I A t  D( 2 P 6 )  9 CD( 2 P 6 ) V W  T W  i 3 ) r 
t COOR ( 3 ~ 3 )  
c 
D A l A  GF'l.bt/-. 7 7 4 5 9 6 6 7 ~  OOOOOOO0r + ;/745966// 
I:lkTA WTW/ 555555556 P 88888889 t 555555556/ 
DkTA RT/3/ 9 IF:EF'/l/? W ' T / l /  
r.IF'S IPG = 0 .  0 
DF'SIHG = 0.0 
I F ( I . G T . 1 )  GO TO 50 
c 
C: 
C F:ERUEST RF'F'LIEII FORCE IN LOALVLENGTH 
C 
F'RINT * v '  ' 
PRINT $ 9  'ENTER AF'F'LIEIl LOAD IN KFOKCE/l.ENGTHl' 
READ(9 ,  1001) A F  
.. 
88 
I: GET WEIGHT DENSITY A N U  HOItULUS O F  ELASTICJTY 
c 
CAL.L 
IF ( IERR.NE,O)  GO TO 808 
GAMHA = 0 e O D 0  
ACCHAT ( 2  I IPNflAT I NHAT I HFT I BUF ,LEN I I E K R )  
E = F U F ( 5 )  
V = B I J F ' ( 7 )  
G = E/( 'Z ,DO*( l  . I10.I.V)) 
1. 
I F ' ( I + G T e l )  60 T O  60 
C 
C GET INTERNAL L O M  CASE NUHl5EK FOR ORIGINAI  L O A D  
(; 
60 C A L L  A C C L C S ( l p I P N L C S ~ I D P L , 1 , O , I E R R )  
IF( IERR,NE.O) GO TO 805 
C A L L  A C C L C S ( 2 , I P N L C S , L l r 2 I r t L C S I I ~ R R )  
IF ( IERR.NE.0 )  GO TO 805 
I L 1  = I tLCS(21)  
c 
C GET II1SfLACEMk:rl lS A T  ELEHENf ENDS 
C 
CALL. ~ C C C N D ( l r I P N C N r ~ , I U B L ~ l ~ L l ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ E R R ~  
DO 70 J = l  INU~~PC.' 
IF (1ERR.Nt .O)  CO TO 802 
ChLL ACCCNTI(:.!r lF'NCNU, INTNN ( J )  I 11 I L l  ,C;FBUt- 1 1 . t " r  IFRR) 
I F ( I E R R + N E + O )  GO TO 802 
DO 70 E=lrNLlOF 
CD(J,K)  = CFPUF(K) 
70 CONTINUE 
c 




12 CALCLILA1  E ELFflEN I LFI lGTH 
(; 
DX = X ( 2 ) - X ( l )  
DY = Y ( 2 ) - Y ( 1 )  
IIZ = Z ( 2 ) - 2 ( 1 )  
EL = rtsrw ( D x * u x t r i Y * r i Y i  Ltztrii ) 
c 
C CHANGE L O C A L  Y - K O T A I I O N  Fh'OM F ' O S I T I V E  T O  N t G A T I V t -  I F  




876 F O R H R T ( 1 X r ' A C C E P R  RLIUt iNt l l  W I T H  EtiROR ' ~ 1 4 )  
879 FORMAT(1XI'ACCELC REllJh"E:TI W I T H  t K k O R  '114) 
879 FORHt+T( 1 X r ' A L : C " A ' I  RElURNED W I T H  ERROR ' ~ 1 4 )  






9 3  
LOC = LEN - 1 
H - 1  
IF (JJeE(2.L:;') GO TO 55 
I.!@ 50 K = l  INSVAL 
S IGf lA (1 ,K )  = SBUFiH) 
SIGHA(2rK) = SBUF(Ht1 )  
SIGIIA ( 3  I K )  = SBUF(Ht3 ) 
t l  = H1.4 
50 CONTINUE 
GO TO 65  
H = 17 
El@ 60 K=l,NSVAL 
I:: r= 
..I rl 
EF'SLN(1rK) = SBUFlH) 
EF'SLN ( 2  I K )  = SEUF (H1.1) 
EF'SLN(3rK) = SPUF(Mt3)  
,Lf = ~ i 4  
60 CONTI EIUk 
-5 !3 IF (JJeER*L:J)  GO TO 100 
JJ = L Z  
GO TO 10 
c 
C GET X AN11 Y FOR JACOBIAN EVALUATION 
C 
100 C A L L  A C C E L C ( ~ ~ I P N E L C I K I N I  ~SREFI I~UF IL.ENBIIERR) 
IF ( IERR.NE.0 )  GO TO (307 
H = l  
DO 200 L=l,LENP,3 
X t H )  = B l J F ( L )  
Y(H) = BlJF ( L t l )  
Z t H )  = P U F ( L t 2 )  
H = H t 1  
200 CONTINUE 
C 







DO 250 L - l  I N D O f  
DO 250 K=l?NSVAL 
P F ( K I L )  = 0.0 
CDNT I NUE 
O'JER 'THE GAUSS F ' O I N  TS 
DO 300 K- l rNSUAL 
PSI = GF'L(1pK) 
ETA = GF'L(~IK)  
C EVALUI i lE SHAF't FUNCTIONS AT THE G W S S  F'(JINI'S 
L: 
IF( ISTYP.F.O.2) (:AI.L EU2DLR( F'SI I ETAtK  r rbHF'k II'ISHPLI 
I F (  ISTYPI EO. 4 )  EU2DF'Q( P S I  ,ETA, k 1 1  SHFFI IISHPL I 
* DStIPGX,DSHF'GY IUETJIXIYIIERR) 
( :ALL * DSHPGX I DSHF'GY I 1IFT.I I t. I Y I IERR)  
IF l IERR*NL. .O)  ICUTO 8QY 
300 CONlINUE 
[IC) 340 J = l r N S I ( i  
DO 3 4 0  h=: l  rEISUAI- 
SE(  I ) e SE( I ) t SJGHA (JI K )*F.F'SI. E ! (  ..!I K )  s:T!ETJ 
340 CONTINUE 
C 
I:: C AL CI!L 61' E SENS I T I V I T Y VEC TOR 
9 4  
DF'SIT(1) = - SE(I) 
700 CONTINUE 
GO TO 820 
(: WRITE ERROR MESSAGES TO THE SCREEN 
C 
001 PRINT 871, IERFC 
GO TO 820 
805  PRINT 875, IERR 
GO T O  820 
1307 VRINT 878, IERR 
ti0 TO 820 
309 PRINT 876, IERR 









f371 FORMAT( 1x9 'ACCFES RETUKNt'U WITH ERROR ' P 14) 
875 FORMAT(1Xv'ACCLCS RETUENFD WI'IH ERROR ' ~ 1 4 )  
876 FORMCIT(1Xr 'k.U211F'Q FiETURNtLl WITH ERROR ' ~ 1 4 )  





RE T URN 
END 
9 5  
96 
Sl l  E! ROU T I NE DF' 1 60 1 ( 11 I' I 1 I 1.1 I 1 .2  I 1 1- 1 ) 
( ; ~ : ~ f * ~ * * t * $ * * $ * f * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * ~ * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * f * * *  
CF4 
CF'k IlPl601 : CALCULATES THE D1SF'LACC:MI:'~'T (:(?I.ISTRAINT DESIGN 
CFY 
CP* 
CV*  DESCRIF'TION: 
CP* 
CP* 'DF16O1' CALCULATES THE 113 SPl.ACEHENT CONSTRAINT I lESION 
CPf  S E N S I T I V I T Y  VtCTOR FOR A 'TKIANGULAR FLATE BErlL1.l F!C 
t:;p* 
(:F'S 
W b  NT COUNTER FOF: FII.(TTE DlFFERENCE 
CF'd I EX IERNAL ELEHENT NO. BEING F'FXlCF.SSE).I 
~ : ~ f * * * t X * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * * * * * f * * * * * * f ~ * ~ * ~ * * * *  
CPC ELEHEE?T e 
C F * * * X * * * X * * * $ * * f Y b t ~ $ * * * * * * * * * ~ $ * * * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * *  
CPX L 1  ORIGINAL. €:X'IEh"AL LOAD CASE NO L 
CPf L2 EXTERNAL ADJOIN I' L O A D  CASE P!O 
WX: I L 1  ORI l j INAL  :I N'I'EKNAI.. LOAD CASE NO. - RETUh"tii11 VAL.UE 
CF'X 
C P Y * Y ~ ~ * X 1 Y Y * * * * t * Y * t * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * *  
INCLUl lE ' C A E G S I l R *  I N C I  1HPLIC.SPC' 
IE!CLUI:IE 'CAEGSDR. INC3 AI.-C:IF'E!* HON' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSLIR. I M C I  CNTL.iION' 
1NCLUI:IE ' CAEGSLlR. I N C I  ELF.DES+HON' 
INC:LUUE ' CAELiSllR. I N C I  SL'1:~C'IR~l'iON' 
COHHON/L.CSDES/I'ILL'S ( 9 0 )  
. . 
I, 
10 C A L L  ACCLLSCI ~ ~ P N L L ' S I I D B L I ~ I O I ~ E R R )  
I F ( I E R R e N E . 0 )  GO TO H V 5  
CALL A!:CLCS(2r IPNLCSI J.Ir2,LlLCSp IERR)  
IF(IERR.NE.\!) GO TO 805 
JLCN = DLCS!21) 
97 
CALL 
J F ( I ERR I NE 0 ) I?OT 0 HO 1 
110 50 K =  1 t NI'IIIF 
ACC:FES ( 2 r l F " l -  ESr K J N  r r XRFF r I L C N t  SFUF r LEN r I E K " )  
IF ( J J . E Q . L ~ )  lio ' r o  95 
S I G f l A ( K )  = SBUF(K) 
50 CONTINUE 
GO TI3 65 
55 H = 7  
DO 60 K z l r N I I O F  
EF'SLNCK) = SihUF(M) 
M = Mtl 
6 0  C ONT X NUE 
6 5 IF ( J J , E R + L 2 )  GO TO 100 
JJ = L 2  
GO TO 10 
C $ S *  GET THE JACOBIAN 
c: 
100 CALL 
IF ( IERR,NE.O)  GO TO 897 
ACCELC ( 2 r  1 F " t ' l . O ~  K\JN'T r S:FZt: t -P FUF I LENF r I E R R )  
M = 1  
r a  200 J = ~ ~ L E N ~ Z , L )  
K = Ji.1 
LL = Ji.2 
X ( f l )  = B U F ( J )  
Y ( M )  = EUF(K) 
Z t f l )  = BIJF(1.L) 
M = fli.1 
200 CON I INUE 
c 
(I 
C * * t  CALCULATE SENS1.1 J V I l  Y VEClOR 
c 
DETJ = EumrA(x,Y)  
110 340 J=193 
CFE( I) = L:F'E(l) t SXGf lA(  J ) * E F S L N (  J ) k O E T J  
3 4 0  CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C l f l :  W R I l E  ERROR flESSACiES ' I t 1  THE SCREEN 
C 
I IF 'S ITB(1 )  = - C F E ( I )  
GO TO 820 
801 m1N.r 8 7 i r  IERR 
GO TO 820 
$405 F R I N T  875r I E R R  
GO TO 820 
C307 PRINT 8 7 8 ,  I E R K  
GO TO 820 
(309 F'RINI' 8 7 9 ,  IERR 




t378 FORHAT( 1x9 ‘ACCELL: K’ETURNED WITH ERKOlt ‘ ~ 6 4 )  






S U BR 0 UT I NE DP 1 6 0 2  ( El f P J 9 1.. 3. P 1. :? P .I I.. 1 ) 
~ : b * * * * t * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * * * t $ x t $ t $ l $ 4 t $ t t X f t S t f * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * *  
CP* 






(3F* 'DF'1602' CALCULATES THt. DISFLACEt4ENf' LUNSTRAINT LIESIGN 
CP* S E N S I T I V I T Y  VECTOR For; A FOUR NODE PLATE BENLlING 
C P t  ELEMENT e 
1: F' 1 
C F : ' * * t * * X t * * X * * t * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * * 1 * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ * * X ~ * : ~ * * * * *  
CP* 
(:F'* N f  COUEITER FOR F I N I T E  LIIt FFHENCE 
CP* I EXTERNAL t'l-FIIEN r NO 4 BEING F'RCJCFSSk.11 
CP* L1 OHIGINAL LXTEENAL I. .UAD CASE NO. 
CP* L Z  EX.TERNAL ADJOIN I' LOALI I.:ASE NO. 
CP* l L . l  ORIGINf lL  1NIEF:NAL I..OkD [ :AS€ b!O. - RETUKNtD '.'A! IIE 
CP* 
( : ~ t X * * * * f * I Y * * * * X * * * * * * X * * t * ~ ~ * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * ~ ~ * t * * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~  
I NCLUDE ' CfIEGSLIR I NC 7 I flF'L I C SF'C ' 
INCLUflE 'CREGSDF:. I N C I  AC(:IPEI+ MON' 
INCLUIIE 'CAEGSDR,Ib!Cl 1 : t l IL~PlON'  
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR,INCI ELF.LtI'S+ HOtl'  
INCLUDE 'CAEGSLIR, I r K j  !;'Jl:CTF:, HOE!' 
COHHON/LCSDES/DLOS( 70 ) 
EQUIVALEbJCE (NDAl(08) I I D B L )  
11 I MENS I ON S I G fl A ( 6 I 4 ) P EF'SL tl  ( 5 I 4 ) I SFUt ( 1 C'O) 
c 
C 
BUF r 1 90 ) P C F'E :;VO ) P * X ( 4 )  P Y ( 4 )  I Z ( 4 )  
C 
c 
I l A T A  K T / ~ / I  I R E F / l /  
JJ = L1 
C F E ( I )  = 0 . 0  
0 
C*)* GET FROF'ERTIES 
c 
C A L L  ACCEPFI(~I~F"EPF:I IF'TAHPOVBUF~LFNI F R F )  
FECNT) = BUF(25)  
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GCJ TO 80P 
c 
C t * *  GET INTERNAL L O A l l  CASE NLJHHt't\' 
c 
10 CAL.L A C C L C S (  111Fbll-CS~ XI:IEL.IIPO~IERR) 
IF( IERR,Nt . .O)  GO TO 805 
C A L L  A C C L C S ( 2 ,  IFNLLSI JJ,~IIIL.CSP 1ERR) 
IF(IERR.NE+O) GCJ 7'U 805 
I L C N  = DLCS(21)  
I2 
C * k *  SETUP POIN fER FOR STRESS-STRAIN BUk FF'R 
C 
CALL A C C F E S ( ~ P I P N F E S I I ) I ~ ~ . ~ ~ I I L C ~ J P O I @ * ~ E R R )  
I F  ( IERReNE.0)  GO T O  801 
I F (  J.J.EQeL1) I L 1  = .[L.l;N 
C 
C*** GET ELEMENT STRESSES AIOS STRAINS 
C 
100 
IIETJ = AFZEAQ(X,Y)  
I iET J = [ET  J; 4 ,  DO 
I: 
C d f $  CALCULATE SENSI'I ' IVITY VECTOR 
c 
DO 3 4 0  J - 1 9 3  
DO 3 4 0  E,=l YNSVAL 
CT'E(1) CFECI)  + S I l ; M A ( J v ~ : ) f E F S L E I ( . I , ~ . ) f D E T J  
340 CONTI NUt 
C 
C 
C $ X S  WRITE ERROR MESSAGES TCI 7"E ! ~ X F . E E I  
C 
801 F R I N T  871, XERR 
GO TO 820 
(305 F'RIN'I 8759  1EF:R 
GO T O  820 
807 F'RINT 878, IERE 
GO TO 820 
DFSITF(1) = -CF'E!I)  









8 7 5  




RE 1.U R N 
END 
102 
SUBROUTlbJt EUJDSB(PS1 PSHF'F, UDStik'F,b.l'tEl.) 
C ~ * * * * * X * * * * Y * I X * * * Y * * * ~ Y * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * X v * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * $ * * *  
C F *  
LF'* EU31ISB: BEAM SHAPE FUtlCTIONS 
LF'd 
LP* 
CF'* P S I  GkUSS F O I N I  I IIt'A'I ION, THE ENTER OF THE BFAH 
~ ~ ~ X * * * f * * * * * * * ~ * X * * ~ * * * * $ * * ~ $ ~ ~ * * ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * X ~ * * * * $ * * $ *  
CFR IS ZERO, 








C W R I l E  ERROR MESSAGES 10 THE X R E t N  
C 
800 F R I N T  875, I E R R  
GO 10 820 
GO T O  820 
810 F R I N f  1376~ JERR 
C 
(: 
C: CLOSE I F A D  D A T A M S E  
c 
IF l ERR s N E  0 1 FU 
c 
C 
1350 F R I N I  i 3 7 / r I E R R  
C 
Y O 0  CON" II tUE 
I: 
C FORMAT S'TAl  EMLN'I'S 
C 
f375 FORMAT ( 1 X t ' CICCFNLI 
876 F O R H A T ( 1 X r ' I N E N I K  
877 FORMAT(  1 X t  ' I N E X I T  
GO TO 900 
1000 ~ o ~ l ' n ~ l ( m 4 )  
1001 F O R H A T ( F 8 . 5 )  









SUBROU1 I N t  bh'STOS( I L C N )  
Cr$$**$$*$*$* f$*$f* * *$**~*** * * * * * * * * * * *~*$*~***$*** * * *~*** * *$~$ 
C F I  
(:F'$ SRSTOS: CALCULA'IES THC ZlLlJOIN I L C l A I l  FOR 1 HF PI- A h  ELEHtN I 
CP% 
( : F . $ S $ f $ * * $ ) f t f $ $ f * $ * * * * * $ $ ~ * f * f * ~ * f $ ~ ~ * * * t ~ ~ * * * ~ t ~ ~ + * ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * * *  
CF* 
Cf'*  LlESCR I F ' T I  ON: 
CF* 
CF'f  ' S K S T C! 5 
CP * STRESS I N  A 1-Dl f lLNSIONAL HkRH C AL C U L FI T E S 1 H k A 1 I J 0 I N T LOAD F 0 R P t t4 D I N G 
L:F* ELEMCNT A N i t  LREATFS A RESlART F I L E  SO THAT 13 RESTART 
CFf OF T I E  F I N I T E  El E r I t N I  Ml!llEl CAN pt_ WALlE . II-lt 
C P* RESULTING DISPLACEHFNIS CAN THI-1.1 PE USED TO CAI C L l ~ f i l F .  
C F *  THE STRESS CUNSTRAlNI DESIGN SENCtI T J U I T t  
CP*t$$$ T H I S  ROUTTNE O N L Y  WORhS I-1112 BEAHS LYING I N  rHF 
CPI X-GLOFAL LIR Y-GLOBAL PI-ANF. 
CF* 
C ~ f * * * * Y X ~ t * $ * * * Y * * * $ * * * ~ $ * $ $ ~ * ~ * * * $ Y * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * ~ * $ ~ $ * ~ * * $ ~ ~  
C P t  
(:F* ILCN INTERNAL L o m  CASE NO. (it- m i G I N A i .  I om 
CP* 
C P * * * * * * * * * * * $ S * * * ~ ~ f * * * * $ * * $ * * * * $ * * ~ * * * $ f * * * * ~ * * Y * $ ~ ~ ~ Y * $ ~ * i * *  
C I N I T I A L I Z E  VARIAPLES 
(: 
N D  = NDOF-lrNUNVE 
AL(. I )  = 0.0 
DO 10 J = l r N r I  
:IO CONlINUE 
C GET DEPTH AND WIDTH OF THt. BEAM 
i: 
C A L L  ACCEFR(2r ~ F ' E ( I - : I - ' R I X F ' T A N ~ O ~ ~ ~ U ~  rLENr  IERR! 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO I C )  809 
H = 2$BUF(9 )  
R = 2 * B l l F ( 1 0 )  
c 
C GET MOWLUS UF ELRSTICI ' IY 
c 
C A L L  A C C M F I T ( ? r I F ' N f l A T . N n A T t N ~ I t H U I - ' r L F N r I E R R )  
IF(IERR.Nt.0) ' G O  TO 808 
E = BUF(b)  
c 
C GET X r  Y r  ANI1 Z (If: El kMFNT NOItES 
109 
(1 
CALL ACC EL C ( 2 I I FNEL C I h 1 N T I I REI- I BI IF I I EN 7 I E Fi'R ) 
IF(IERR*NE.(!) GO TO 907 
M = 1  
DO 200 J=116r3 
K = Jt1 
L = J t 2  
X t H )  = BI IF(J )  
Y ( M )  = EIJF(K) 
ZtM) = BUF(I.> 
M = tltl 
200 CONTINUE 
C 




C WRITE ERROR HtSSACIES 10 TllE bCRFEt4 






















F R I N T  872, XERR 
GO TO 820 
PRINT 8 7 8 ,  IEAK' 
P R I N T  879r IERH 
GO TO 820 
FRIN'T 876, IERR 
GO TO 920 





SUBROUT I N E  SR S T 1 1 ( I LL N I I F: ) 
CF****************~*~.$*~:*****'~*$**~~*~***********~**********$*$ 
CY* 
C F t  S R S T 1 1 :  CAI. OULATES THE A D J O I N I  LUA1.1 tT?K 'l'tit: F'Lk l tE  STRESS El. 
CP* 
C F ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * * ~ * $ ~ ~ . * ~ . ~ * * ~ * * * * . ~ ~ ~ *  
(:P* 
CP$ D E S C R I F T I O N :  
CF* 
CF* ' S R S T 1 1 '  CAI.CULATES THE A D J O I N T  1.IIADS FOR 0 FOUN ANI1 
CF'* E I G H T  NODE PLANF STRESS EL.I-flF.NI AN11 THt..rt  LREATES A 
c:p* RESTAF:T F I L E  SO THAT 'THE k ' J N I T E  ELENENT I19DEL C A N  Ict' 
CF'* RESTARTED SCI ' IHAT 1HK Rt 'S tJLTING STF:ESSLS A N I 1  S I R A I N S  
CP* CAN B E  THEN 1lSEF 'I 0 Cfi l -OU~kTE.1i  Tlit-  P l  E F P S  (;flEJS 1 R A I H T  




CF'* I L C N  I N T E R N A L  L @ A D  L A S E  NO, 1!1: U K I G I N A L  LOA11 
CF'* I E  EXTERNAL ELEHEN r NO. C:ONS'TRAINt.l.l 
CP* 
C F L * * * * * t * * t * * e * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ $ * $ ~ * * ~ * ~  
c 
INCLUIJE ' C A E G S D R * I N C l  I f lPL .TC,SFC'  
I N C L U D E  ' CAEGSDR, IEJCI  ACCXPN.fION' 
I N C L U D E  
I N C L U D E  'CAEGSDR, I N C 3  El EDES. hON' 
I N C L U I I E  'CAEGSDR, I H C J  !.:VL::CTR.flOt4' 
' CAEGSIIR. I N C J  C N  I L e f l O N  ' 
C 
I l I f l E N S I O N  S I . I F ' F ( ~ ) I G P L ~ ~ I ~ ) I S B U ~ ' ( S C ' )  ,LC'-lt < j 0 0 ) 1  * D S H P O X ( S ) I L I S ~ . I ~ . ' G Y ( ~ )  t D S H P L ( l r 8 )  1)1(8)  ?Y[8)?i(8)1 * D G ( 3 ) t A L G F ( 1 6 )  , A 1 _ ! 1 6 ) 1 E ( J r a ) ? L l ( 9 )  I C ( ~ ) I B ( ~ I ~ ~ ) I  * E f l T (  1 )  
c 
D A T A  G P L / 2 * - . 5 ? 7 3 5 0 2 7 1  .577350271-.577350271 * 2): . 5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 , - * 5 7 7 3 5 0 2 7 ,  .57735027/ 
UATA KT/~/IIREF/I/,~~F'T/J/II.TTF'E/~/ 
C 










C A L L  
C A L L  UkXAB(CtP,AI..GPtl ! N I . l t 3 )  
UHXAB( D G t E  * C  t 1 r.4 r 3 )  
DO 60 J J = l , N I I  
6 0 A L G F ' ! J J )  = ALI;P(.JJ)YXrlP 
c 
C 
70 A L  ( J J ) = AL ( JJ ) $. AL GF' ( J J ) *DE T J 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C f f  WRITE AIlJOINl L.UAD TO RESTART k I L E  
C 
c x * x  SUM A r l J o I t i r  LOAD u v m  Gnuss FOXNTS ( I N r m R f i ' r F  OL'L R ELEM) . 
DO 70 JJ=l ,NU 
N = -1  
no 95 J-I ,tluwt' 
Do PO k = i  NLICIF 
W R I T E I 1 1 t 2004 ) :I F X ItIN ( J ) t K P AL ( K t J t N 1 
90 CONTINUE 
9 5  CONTINUE 
C 
C WRITE ERROR HkSSAGES ' I f 1  THE SCREEN 
C 
801 FRINT 8719 IERF: 
GO TO 82') 
(307 FRINT 8 7 8 ,  ]ERR 
GO TO 820 
(309 F'RIFIT 376, IERR 
GO TO 829 
N = t l t l  
















SUBROUIINE SRST16( ILCNr I E !  
C P * t * * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * : ~ * * * ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ : ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * *  
CF* 
Cf:'$ SRST16: CALCULATES THE A).lJDINl' l.l3f!CtS F(3R A TRI, FENDING !=I,. 
C F *  
CF****************************~********~***~~******~*.****1~.*$~* 
CP* 
(: f:'* DES C R I F' T I ON : 
CP* 
C F *  'SRST16' CALCULATES THt' ADJOINT LOATIS FOR A 'IKIANGULAR 
CP1 PLATE FENUING ELEkEElT A N D  CREATES A WSTkR ' I  F I L E  SO 
C F *  RESULTING STRESSES ANJI STRAINS ARE ' l ~ l l l ~ f i  (KED It! THk 
CP* ST RE SS CONS I'R A I N T It ES I GN St EIS I T I V T ' I  Y (: A1 . C UL A T  I U t4 I t4 
CF* 'THE 'ST1601 '  SUBROUIINP.. STRESS TrYES l=PRINCIF'AI- 
CF* 2 = UUtl MXSES 
CF* 
C P * * * t * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * *  
CP * 
CF'X JLCN INTERNAL. L l l A I l  CASE NO. OF THE L1F;IGItIC~I I OAT1 
CP1: I E  EXTERNAL I.:CJNSTRAINF:D ELEMENT NO 
CP* 
C ~ * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * Z * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * ~ * * * * . * ~ * * * * ~ * *  
CF* THAT THE F I N I T E  ELFMtNT HDDEI.. (:AN tck. kFSTARTEJI. ' IHt '  
n 
L 




C * $  GET 
c 
15 





rto i o  ~ = i , i e  
AL(J)  = 0.0UO 
CONTINUE 
x, Y ANLl 2 
C A L L  ACCELL' ( 2  P I F'EIEI C ,  KIN I t I R E F  P BUF r 1 ENH 9 J FKR 1 
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO TO 807 
M = 1  
DO 20 L = l ~ L F N l 3 i 3  
J = L S 1  
= L+2 
X t M )  = BUT(1.) 
Y ( M )  = B U F ( J )  
Z t M )  = BUk(h) 
H = M t l  
CONTI NUE 
LOCAL COORJtINAl t SYSTEM 
C A L L  L C l C (  Xk Y 7 2 , XL 7 YL. P ZI.. , ' I  B) 
C *  GET E L A S T I C I T Y  HATRIX LE3 
C 
C A L L  
N=l 
DO 25 JJz193 
EU2 DS S ( 1 I '1 MI-' I E M  I' I Nrf A T I 1 1' YMA T I I T t  f'E ) 
E ( J J 9 1 )  D ( N )  
E(JJ IZ )  = D ( N . 1 . 1 )  
E(JJ93)  = D ( N t 2 )  
N = Ht3 
a 5 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C G E T  T H E  T H I C k N E S S  OF T H E  P L A T E  
30 T H A X  = DSRRl  
DG ( 1 ) = 
DG ( 2 ) = 
( 4 5!JOf ( S I G ( I T 9 1 1 -SI G 
e 5110 t t 25FO* ( S I G ( I I' 7 1 ) -S i 1; 
e 5110- 
I I' I 2 ) ) ) X $ 2  4-S I L; ( 3 T I 3 ) X $ 2  ) 
1 'I' 9 L' ) > / I MAX 
.' I M A k  251110$ ( SIG ( I T  9 1 ! - S I G  ( I I' e 2 
D G ( 3 )  = S I G ( I T r 3 ) / T H A X  
C 
C f k $  C A L C U L A T E  CCJ = C b G l  f C E J  
c 
4 0  C A L L  U f l X A R ( L 1 G P E I C I  1 ~ 3 1 3 )  
c 
C $ $ f  C A L C U L A T E  C A L I  = CCI f CEI f T I 2  t Xf lF '  
C 
C A L L  AI- 16 ( XL r Y I .  I C: I A L I I  9 1 H THK P I T 1 
DO 50 K = ~ I  18 
C 0 N T I NUE 
A L ( K )  A L ( K )  + (TAREA/d,ODO)$Al . .M!K) 
50 
130 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C t )  W R I T E  AO.JOIN f  LOA11 T O  R E S T A R T  F I L E  
C 
N = - 1  
DO 95 -1- 1 I tlUt!F't 
116 
DO 90 ~ r - 1 9  tdiioF 
I F ( A L ( K t J t N 1  . F Q . ( ! . 0 1 ~ 0 )  (!O TO 80 




C WRITE ERROR HLSSAGES TO THE SCREEN 
C 
N = ut5 
GO TO 820 
8 0 1  PRINT a 7 i r  IERF: 
GO TO 820 
1307 P R I N T  8789 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
309 FRINI 879, I E R A  
C 
C 
8 2 0  CONTI I IUE 
1: 
c 
871 FORflAT(1X'r 'ACCFES R E T U R N t D  W I T H  ERROR ' r 1 4 )  
878 F O R H A T ( l X ,  'ACCEILI: I\'ETUb:NtiT.I W X  11.1 ERF:OR ' v;t.4) 
8 7 9  F O R H A T ( l X 9  'ACCEF'K f\'t.'IlJlZEJEI~ WI.TH EREOR ' 91'0 
2001 FORMAT(A) 
GO TO azo 
2 00 2 FOR fl A T ( 1 X 9 I 4 P :.? X t ' 1 I S F'= 
2 0 0 4  F O K f l A T ( l X ~ I 4 r l X ~ I 2 ~ 1 ~ ~ E l 6 ~ Y )  








C A L L  E l J 2 D S S ( ~ l I T M P r ~ H T t N M ~ T I 1  I YMATI ITYPE)  
N = 1  
DO 3 0  J J z 1 1 3  
E(JJ11)  = D ( N )  
E ( J J r 2 )  D ( N t 1 )  
E ( J J t 3 )  = D ( t I t 2 )  
N = N t 3  
30 COt4TINUL 
1: 
C f k  GET M A T E R I A 1  THICKNF'9S 
c: 
CALL 
I F ( I : t i ' R R , N E . O )  GO TO 809 
ACCEF'R ( 2 I 1 F' NkF'R t I F TAB I 0 I BUF I L t  N I 1 ERR ) 
TtiK = P U F ( 2 5 )  
c 
C 4 $  GET LOCAL X AND Y COORDINATES 
C 
CALL M O U E S F ( X L ~ X I ~ ~ I F ' R )  
C A L L  f lOVESF(YLrYr3$ IFR)  
L 
C f f  CALCIJLATE S'TRESSEIS AT '1Ht MIDSIDE NOIlES 
C 
c: 
C t ) $  GET StlfiF'E FUNCTION AT MIDSIDE NCIIIE 
C 
u 
C X Y Y  C S I G I  = C E l * C P I L C D I S l X T / 2  
I: 
DO 100 1NT=:113 
CALL SF I 50 i ( XL I YL OF' Is ( I I I N r ) GI I EB ) 
DO 50 f l = 1 1 ?  
I10 50 k = 1 * 3  
G A S H  = 0 .  OKlO 
DO 40 J - 1 ~ 3  
GASH = GASH t k ( K t - I ) L W ( M , . l t 3 )  
4 0  CONTI NUE 
50 CONTINUE 
E : g ( t i ~ f l )  = CASti  
DO 60 I 1  = 1 7 3  
SIG(1NI 111) = 0.0110 
DO 69 Mi? = 1 1 7  
S X G ( I N I' r I 1 ) = 8 I G ( I NT I I 1 ) t EE ( I 1 7 ti2 ) .X I1 1 S ( PI2 ! 
60 C ON1 I NlJ E 
DO 70 1 2 ~ 1 ~ 3  
CON T I NU E 
SIG( I N  r ,  12) = SIG ( IN r 9 12) *THK/2. Or10 
70 
100 CON1 I NlJE 
C 
GO TO 820 
C:f* Glh'IlE: ERROR HESSAGES TO 'IHE SCF:ETN 
C 
€302 P R I N T  8721 [ERR 
GO TO 820 
(309 FRINT H 7 y 1  IEf?R 
GO TO 8 2 0  
C 
i: 
820 C O N T I  tJl-lE ,. 
119 
c 
872 FORHAT( 1x1 'ACCCNLI RETUKNb U WITH Lh'ROR ' 9 1 4 )  
579 F @ F : H A T ( l S ( r  'ACCEF'R RETlJRNtll WITH ERROR ' r j . 4 )  
L: 
C 
RET UF: N 
EN D 
120 
SUFROUT'INE SNr4itl6 ( X  I Y I ILCNI E F " )  
C F ' * t ~ 6 * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ * X x ~ * * * * * * * * * * * 1 : * * x X * * * ~ * * * * P * * * * *  
CPX 
[:F''* SNHI116: CALCULATES STF:AINS A T  1HE H I D S I D E  NODES OF A ' I R I r  
C P f  
CF'X 
r: P* DESCF: I F T  I 0t.I : 
CP* 
(,F't ' S N M D 1 6 '  CALCULATES STRAINSES A'l  THt' flIDSIflE NCWES OF 
CF* TRIANGLE l 6 O l i  THE FORflULAS FOR STRAIN Al ik  : 
C F *  
CF'* EX = J/ 'E'S!SIGX-VSSJGY) 
CFY' EY = l , 'E~!SIGY-C'~;SIC;X)  
CP* EXy' = I ; IL iX f /G  
( , F *  
l:F:'* t t X- * x Y * X # t' * t .k I * *:t t * .$ X: # * X X k $ $: t * f t * S 1: X t $1: X * X $ * f * X X- * t .X t # X * S 1 f $ t 
C F S  
CPY Y THE LOCAL El E M t t d  I '  Y COORDINATE 
CF' t  I L C N  THE 1NTEF:NAL I-OATI CASE NUMJ3k-R FOR THk ADJOINT 
C F t  LOAD 
flF'# EF" THE MILtSII lE NODE: STRAINS - RETUt-:tlk.L'I '.'kl.Ut 
CF* 
c P Y S  * * * .Ir x. Y t  Y * * t * * * * * * x * S'k * ;* 1: Y * * * * * * x y. x f * * * * * * 1: * X * * * * t x L * $ x * * t $ * 
C 
C P $ $ * ~ f ~ ~ * P * * * * t * * t S * * * * t $ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * * * * * * * x ~ * * ~ I . ~ X * * * * * * * L * * x x X * *  
l ,Fk x THE LOCAL ELEH~-.N I x t:ooRrtIttAi E 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. I N C I  IHr.'LIC.SF'C' 
ItJCLUDE "CAEGSl3R+ I N C I  ACI; IF 'Na MON' 
INCLULIE ' CAEGSDRr IEIC3 CNTLsflON' 
INCL1JI:tE ' CAEGSDRe I N C I  ELKLIES e MON' 
121 
c 








I F ( I E R R + N E . O )  GO TO 808 







C n L L  ACCL C S ( ~ I I P N L C S J I D L ~ L I ~  I O I ~ E R K ' )  
C A L L  ACCLCS( 211t'NI (.SI L ( 1) I 211 lLCSr  I E R R )  
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GC! TO 805 
I L 1  = D L C S ( Z 1 )  
I F ( I E R R * N E , O )  LO 10 805 
124 
t1 = H t l  
DO 210 J=1,3 
200 CONTINL IE  
C O O R ( 1 r J )  = X ( J )  
C O O R ( 2 t J )  = Y ( J )  
C O O R ( 3 , J )  = Z ( J )  
'2 1 0 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C FORI1 THE E L E M E N  I' L O C A L  COORTiINA'TE SYSTEM FOR D I S F ' L A C E t i F N  t S 
c: 
I N 3  = I N T N N ( 3 )  
C A L L  Z E K O S P ( I H r 3 6 * 1 F )  
no 220 J = l .  :3 
( CALI. E U H T M ( I N 3 r B E T A , C O ~ l K ~ ~ t  I E R R )  
DO 220 K = l t 3  
T B ( J f t 0  = T ( J t K )  
T B (  J t 3 t K i . 3 )  = T E (  J r K )  
220 C0NTINL!E 
C A L L  
C A L L  
DO 230 J = 1 r 3  
Ur iXART( '1  H t  C I t r  C Y  6 r 2 r  6 ) 
U fix A B 'T ( T E{ r A L  D t D r 6 r 2 t 6 ) 
DO 230 ti31 r6 
C D L . ( J , K )  = C ( K t J )  
A L L t L ( J t K )  = U ( K r  J) 
2 3 0 C O N I 1  N U k  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  E L - E M N  f' L E N G T H  
1. 
DX = X ( 2 ) - X ( l )  
DY = Y ( 2 ) - Y ( 1 )  
EL = I ISI lRT ( D X $ D X t D Y X I t Y t D Z t l I ; Z )  
rtz = z ( 2 ! - z ( i )  
C 
C CHANGE L O C A L  Y-RO' I 'ATIL~N FRClM F ' O S I ' I I V E  TO N t G A T I V E  1F 
L: BEAM L I E S  ALONG TI- I t  X G L O B A L  A X I S  
C 
I F ( D X ' ~ L T ~ O t O O l ~ A N J I ~ D X ~ G T ~ - O ~ O O l )  Li  TO 245 
LIO 240 J- l ,NUNb'E 
C D L ( J t 4 )  = - C I l l - ( J r 4 )  
A L D L ( J t 3 )  = - A L L t L ( . l r 3 )  
C I i L i J t 5 )  = - C D L . ( J t 5 )  
240  C O N T I N U E  
I: 
C C A L C U L A T E  THE T W I S T I N G  A N G L E S  
c 
:!45 WXY = DABS( ( C D L ( 2 t 4 ) - L I I L ( l t 4 )  ) / E L )  
1: 
U E V A L U A T E  S H A P E  F U N C T I U N S  FOR 1tTSF'L. - THREE F l l i t l  r (!U8\Jlh'ATUIZE 
AWXY = LIARS( ( A L  D L  ( 2  ?4)-ALI : tL .  ( 1 t 4 )  ) / t  L )  
125 
I: WRITE ERROR MESSAGES 'rn T H ~  SCRFEN 
C 
802 F'RINT 8721 IERR 
$305 F'F:INT 0 7 5 ,  JERK' 
GO 10 920 
:3@7 f:'RLNT 8789 IERR 
GO TO 820 
908 PRINT 8 7 9 ,  IERH 
GO TO 820 
$309 Pti'INT 8769 IERfi  









SUBROUTINE S l R E S l l ( h l l ' ~ 1 t L t F S I B T )  
i: F:'* 1: *. * * $ * * t f * * * t F .I: Y 1: # X *  * X * * f X * * * Y * * * * * f * * * C I f  * * f f I: $ S t # * f * * * * * t L 
CF* 
CF'f S T R E S l l :  CALC. STRESS CUNSTRAIN I' R14J.l SENSIT. - PLANE S.TKkSS 
(:P* 
~:l:~l**~*t***~**I11*~~$~**~****$****~**l1**~******$**$*********** 
C F *  
iipf 1:iESCRIFTION: 
C F f  
cp* 'STRES11' CALCULAl'tS THE S'I'RESS CONSTRAlb! r kl4I:l I I:E' 
CP* DESIGN S E N S I T I V I l Y  FOR A FOUR OR A N D  E1I:HI' E!OIlE F'I.ktlE: 
CF'* STRE:SS El  iLtlt:NT WITH rRACTJ:ONt SELF WL:YJC;HI NOT :lf!CLULIEII 
CPL 
i : P l * * S ~ t t . ~ S : 1 * * * * * 4 * * * ~ ~ * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ $ * * * * * * . ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * *  
CF$ 
CP* Nl' COUNTER FOR FINITE.  111 F'FCRFNCE 
CP* I EXTERNAL ELEHENT NO. BEING F'RUCESSFJI 
CP* L EXTERNAL LiJAJl CnSE N O S +  
!:fW F'SIB1' . STRESS I.:CINSTRAINT 
C;F* 






















F'KINT 8701 IERf:' 
(50 TO 830 
T'RINT 871: I E R R  
VRlNI 975, I E R R  
GO T O  820 
P R I N T  8 7 8 ,  I E R R  
GO 10 820 ' 
PRINT 8 7 6 ,  I E R R  
GO TO 520 










1 O C 4  
2@01 
c 
FORt1AT ( 1x9 ' GF" I 5X I 'S1C;tlAX ' I 8 X  I ' S I G M A Y  (GF) ' r8X I 
Y 'EF 'SLNXY ( GF' )  ' ) 
TURtIAT( 1Xr 'ACCELH KFTUh'NED U I T H  ERROR ' I 1 4 )  
FORHAT( 1 X t  'ACCFES Fit. I'UtiNk:LI WITH ERROR ' I 1 4 )  
FORMAT(  1x9 'ACCLCS RETLIKNtTI WITH ERROR ' r 1 4 )  
F O F i M A T ( l X ~ ' t U 2 l r P O  RF.fURNEU WITH ERRON ' r . ? ' 4 )  
F.ORMA1 ( 1 X I ' 6 C C E l  .C: Kt 1Uli"t 1 WJ TH ERROR ' 9 1 4 ) 
FORMAT ( 14)  
FOHHAT ( A 4  ) 
RETURN 
E: N [I 
131 
. 
SUBROU T I NE: 5: T 1 60 1 ( N'I r I I L T F'S I H T)c ) 
(~~**l*I*I*Y**I******S**~***:$***S*******I**S***k***k*I****** 
LF'* 
CF'S S T l 5 O l  : D E S I G N  S k N S I T I I ~ I T Y  W C T O R  FOR A B E N U I H G  Pl..fi'l t' 
C F *  
CPk*kI*LI**tL***~******~*~******k**~*I***~****$***~*~:~*~~~***~ 
C F I  
CP1 D E S C R I P T I O N :  
C PS 
1.: P * . ' S T 1 6 0 1  ' (:OMPUI'FS 'ItIE rll:SIG14 S E N S I T I V I T Y  VLCTOR FOl< 




C F $  NT COUN I kR FOR F 1NI ' I 'E  D I F F E R E N C E  
C F ' I  I EXTERNAL ELEMENT NO HF T NG F'ROCESSEII 
CF' L EXTERNAL LOAD C A S E  NOS, 
i:p* ~ s : E ; ~ B  S T ~ ; ~ S S  r r \ u - T  L u l r ~  I F;A:f:; F Gr( BC?!:!l!(Ci PLATE 
CF* 
1.: PI * * * * * * * * 4 t t * * Y* 1: x * x * * x  * I * * * * Y * * * * * k I * * * * * * * f * * * I I x 1 * *I *. S S S x * 
INCLUElE ' C A E G S D R . I N C J  1 M P L I C . S F ' C '  
INCLLlIlE 'CAEGSDR ,1HC3 h( : ( : IF 'N.MON'  
I N C L U D E  'CAEGSDR. I N C J  CNTL.MOl1' 
INCLUDE 'CAEGSDR. INC3 ELFDESeMON'  
1tJCL.UlIE 'CAEGSDR. 1 N C I  GVLLCTR.HON' 
COMMON/LCSI[IES/ULCS( 90 ) 
D A T A K T /  3 / r 1 REF / 1 / P P'i V' I / 1 / r I T Y F' E / 1 / 
DU 50 J J Z l r 2  
G E l  IN1 ERNAL LC)AP CASE E!Ul4BFK 
CALL A C C L C S (  1 I I ' P N I . . I : S I I I ~ H L r l  I O ? I E : R R )  
I F ( I E R R . N E . 0 )  GO 'TO 805 
CALL A C C L C S ( ~ I I P N L ~ S I L ( J J ) ~ ~ ~ [ ~ L C S I I E R R )  
I L C N (  J J j  = D L C S ( 2 1 )  













C A L L  SSHD 1 6 ( X Y Y I I LCEI ( 1 ) P 8 I G ) 
I F ( N T . G T . 1 )  I:O 111 120 
GET S T R A I N S  FkUM AEIJOINT L @ A D  
CF1L.L S N f l  I1 1 b ( X I Y 9 I L C N  ( 2 ) I E F" 
AREA -- E U T R I A ( X 9 Y )  
XMF' = 1 4 DO/AREfi 
START I N T E G R A T I O N  LUOF' 
1. 
I: CAL.CULAlE UON hlSES S T K t S S  S F t I S I T J V I l  Y TERM 
c 
SE ( I )=S E ( I ) 4. ( ARE A /  3 + DO ) *:VliS X Xf4P/P B ( H I ) 
GO TO 320 
i: 
C 
C WRIlE ERF:@F: MESSAGFS ' I ( I  ')HE SCREEN 
GO T O  820 
PRINT 8709 I E R R  
GO TO 820 
FRINT 8719 IERR 
PRINT 8759 IERR 
GO 10 8 2 0  
PRINT 8789 IERR 
GO 7'0 8 0  
F'KINT 0.376, IERR 
G O  T O  820 
60 TO a x  
COtU'INUE 
FORMAT(  1x9 ' t f t A l l J O I t l  I L.OAD IS APF'LIEII AT ELEMENT' t 1 4 )  
FORMAT( 1 X t  ' S t l l Y Y E  OF S'I'h'ESS IS ' t A 4 )  
FORMAT ( 1 X P I 2 I :! X I 3 ( t 1 6 .8 t 2 X ) ) 
F @RM A 1 ( 1 X r ' G F' ' 9 5X 9 ' S I (3MAX ( GF' ) ' t HX 9 ' S :I (;Elf? t ( GF ) ' 9 SX 9 
FORMAT ( 1x9  ' LP' t :,XP 'tPSL.NX (GF) ' I ex 9 'EF'SLNY (CF' ) ' t HX 9 
F'ORflhT ( 1x9 'ELEHEN I ' 9 I4 ) 
FORMAT( 1 X :  'PCCFES RETUti't4FD W1 I t +  IrKh'OR ' Y  1 4 )  
FOKMRT(1Xr 'ACCLCS RETLIRNED WITH EKROI: ' v l 4 )  
F O F i H A l ' ( 1 X t  'ALCEF'R h'EfUti'EIELS WIl" ERROR ' 9 1 4 )  
F I J R b M l  ( 1 X I ' RCCELC RE IUKNEU WITH ERROR ' t I 4  ) 
t'SIGHAXY(GP)') 
$'EPSL.NXY (GP) ' ) 
FGRMAT( 1 X t  'ACCEi-H tik3'iiittiFit WITH ERROR '. 1 1 4 )  
1004 FOKMAT(I4! 
2 0 0 1  FiSRHfiT t A4)  .. . 
. 
134 
